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University struggles to
retain AHANA faculty

EcoReps assist with disposal
By Molly

Heights Staff
In conjunction with the Ecoßeps program and EcoPledge club, students have been monitoring Corcoran
Commons to educate their peers about proper recycling
and composting practices and to encourage them to be
more environmentally conscious.
The.Ecoßeps program began last semester and has
promoted sustainability in the residence halls, said
Jacqui Geaney, Corcoran Commons Ecoßep and A&S
'10. Ecoßeps plan monthly events and put up posters to
\u25a0 encoOKage students to make environmentally conscious
choices. "I've been doing the same thing [in Corcoran
»Coßßn.ons],"
Geaney said. "The goal is to get students to
sort stuff correctly."
The program's goal is to make sure trash, recycling,
and compost are sorted into their appropriatebins in the
dining halls, something that can be contusing to some
students, Geaneysaid. This program was first implemented

for a week in January, and has recently been occurring on
a more regular basis. Typically, Geaney tries to get students to volunteer their time during the lunch and dinner in
rushes, "We stand by the recycling and have a t-shirt, !
and approach people to ask if they know how the system j
works," Geaney said. "It's to educate people, because it
can be confusing."
The monitors can help even those students who know '\u25a0
about recycling and compost, because the systems differ
slightly. "Our compost, you can put meat in; which you
wouldn't if you were composting at home, because it's
industrial and is treated," Geaney said.
It is important to compost food because when it decomposes, it is harmful to the environment, Geaftey said, i
"The reason you'd want to compost food is because rotting
food in a landfill createsgreenhouse gases that are bad for
the environment."
Ecoßeps places students in Corcoran Commons I

See Recycling, A3

A recent MIT internal study concluded that MIT should increase the
"recruiting and retaining" of black and
Hispanic faculty. The release of MIT's
report prompted a study by the Boston
Globe on faculty diversity among universities, in the Boston area. According to the
American Council on Education, blacks
and Hispanics comprise 8.8 percent of
tenure-line faculty, nationally.
The Globe's study reveals that many
colleges in the Boston area have fewer
black and Hispanic professors on tenure
tracks than many other universities.
At Boston University, Boston's largest
school, 3.4 percent of its tenured and
tenured-track faculty are black or Hispanic. About 13 percent of students at
BU identify themselves as either black

or Hispanic.

Boston College reports similar statistics, stating that 14percent of the class of
2011 identify themselves as either black
or Hispanic. According to the American Council on Education, 7 percent of
BC's tenure-line professors are black or
Hispanic.

"Yes,

we are

challenged, but I would

not like to use the language of a prob-

lem," said Richard Jefferson, director of
institutional diversity, regarding diversity
within the BC faculty. "We are challenged
like many of the universities in the area."
Jefferson said that, in comparison to
other local universities, BC is in the
"-middle ofthe pack."

For BC, the problem is not recruiting
black and hispanic professors, but retaining them, Jefferson said. "We have done
a fairly decent job at recruiting," he said.
"Where we have been challenged, is in
the area of retention. We are not retaining enough people to have a trend that is
moving upward."
Zane Crute, CSOM '12, and an AHANA student said, "I have never had an
African American professor at BC and I
highly doubt that I will before I leave."
In 2005, the University created a Diversity Steering Committee led by Vice
President of Human Resources Leo Sul-

livan, Executive Vice President Patrick
Keating, former Vice President of Student Affairs Cheryl Presley, and former
Academic Vice President and Dean of

Faculties John J. Neuhauser.
"The Diversity Steering Committee
is looking at how we can get our arms
around this retention issue," Jefferson
said. "In the last year or so we have
started looking more closely at data and
have concluded that it's a major issue. It's
a very difficult issue to grapple with. The
student AHANA population has become
diverse more quickly than faculty this
can be attributed to better recruiting
than retaining," he said.
Many questions arise when analyzing why some AHANA faculty members
choose to leave, Jefferson said. "How
much of this problem has to deal with
the climate at BC?," he said. "Are we
competitive when faculty have offersto go
-

See Faculty, A
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By Zachary Haupern
For The Heights

Athletes express concern over stipend
Non-scholarship sports receive no meal stipend, while existing plans leave some unsatisfied
By Kendall Bitonte
For The Heights

With the semester

-

and students' meal

-

resets daily at 4:00 p.m., while non-scholar-

/

ship athletes have the usual student meal plan
of about $2,200 per semester.
Nick Sung, A&S '12, has swum for BC's
men's team since his freshman year. Men's
swimming is a non-scholarship sport, leaving Sung and his teammates the same meal
plan, about $2,200 per semester, as any other
student. With eight practices a week, five
two-hour swims, and three one-hour dry land
workouts, plus meets, Sung, who swims the
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Katherine Atwell, A&S '11, said she also
finds creative ways to spend the extra money.
"I use most of the money everyday with usual
meals, snacks, and waters. It's also helpful
to have the money reset to $41 right before
dinner, which is the most expensive meal
anyways."
Though non-scholarship athletes might
benefit from a meal stipend, the discrepancy
is not a matter ofunfair allocation, athletics
officials said.
Eric Ziady, the associate athletic director,
said that the awarding of athletes' scholarships is due to NCAA rules and the athletic
emphasis of the school.
BC has approximately 750 student-athletes, and only a small portion of those can
receive full scholarships. The NCAA limits the

a

really expensive."
Swimming workout schedules usually require a 2,500 calories diet, Sung said. "A good
portion of the swim team, especially the men's
side, is out of their meal plan well before the

ships sport programs.
Athletes on full scholarship at the University are granted a meal plan of $41 per day that

MICHAEL CAPRIO

to grocery shop."

non-athlete, he said. "I
actually just passed $1,000. A $41 per day
meal plan would help out a lot, seeing that I
usually eat four meals a day plus drinks like
Odwalla and Pbwerade, which are also both
much faster than

plans coming to a halfwaypoint, some Boston College athletes have expressed concern
over the lack of meal stipends for non-scholar-

John Wezzel and Keith Bourne, both membersof the football team and A&S
13, said they sometimes have to wait until 4 p.m. for their plan to reset.

butterfly, goes through his meal plan money

semester is over."

Members of the women's tennis team, who
receive full scholarships, receive the daily
i meal plan, and members of the team said it
is very helpful.

"I buy two bottles of SmartWater for every
practice, and that's $10 used right there,"
said Brittany Delaney, A&S TO. "Plus, what
I don't use for meals, I'll use to buy food for
my room, seeing that Idon't have a lot of time

See Stipends, A3
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Monday night.
Simmons will be entering his second
year as UGBC Senate president, while
Joyce will replace Scott Jelinek, A&S '10,
as vice president.
Simmons said that his continued role
as Senate president will help the Senate
tackle long-term initiatives. The fouryear limit of a senator's time at BC can
pose an issue in enacting change in the
UGBC, Simmons said. "That's the thing

about the Senate," he said. "The work you
do today might not be seen for another
three or four years."
When asked what the agenda will
be for the next year, both Simmons and
Joyce said that medical amnesty and the
"No More Than Four" off-campus housing policy will be addressed thoroughly.
"It is something that needs to be worked
on in both the short and long term," Joyce

See Senate, A

Students filled the O'Connell House last March for a board game-themed dance. The themefor this year's dance will be Harry Potter.

OCH prepares for Middlemarch
By Taylour Kumpf

Asst. News Editor
The annual Middlemarch Ball, held traditionally in the
O'Connell House (OCH), will have a Harry Potter theme for
2010.
"We choose our theme based on what works with the house
we decorate the whole thing and based on what's easy for
students to dress up and get into," said Michael Bell, associate
undergraduate manager of the house and A&S '10.
"[Middlemarch is] kind of an underground tradition at BC
because it's not as publicized as Homecoming, which can host
over 1,000 people," Bell said.
The capacity of the house is 300, including managers and
-

-

committee members, Bell said. For this reason, OCH management limits the number of tickets sold.
Students who are interested in attending the event must first
attend the theme announcement, Which is held in Conte Forum.
The nearly 500 students who participate in this initial step are
then given a scavenger hunt to complete over the weekend in
order to have a chance at being eligible for tickets. "The, ticket
process gets you connected with the campus, and you discover
things you wouldn't find otherwise," Bell said.
If all the questions on the scavenger hunt are answered
correctly, the student's name gets placed in a hat. "Every year
around 140 names are drawn to buy pairs of tickets," Bel! said.

See Middlemarch, A
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Find out the problems with the
Oscars that have people talking, Bl

The Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) elected Harvey
Simmons, A&S '11, and Michael Joyce,
A&S '12, to the positions of Senate president and vice president, respectively, on

Top

Five
things to do

The

on campus this week

'How We Think' Discussion

Bold Words, Loud Tongue

New Bedford Raid Panel

Today

12 p.m.
Location: McGuinn 334

How does one make
snap decisions? Alan Schoenfeld,
mathematics professor atthe University of California at Berkeley,
discusses a model that he has
worked to develop.

Women's Bball vs. Maryland

Today

Today

ITime:

Thursday, February 25, 2010

Heights

Time: 6 p.m.
Location: Vanderslice
Caberet Room
Sponsored by SEASA,
the event was created to celebrate Southeast Asian and
Asian identity through the culture of hip hop.

2

Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: McGuinn 121

3

4

Friday

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum

Come support the BC
women's basketball team as it
takes on the Terrapins in their
final regular season home game.
They conclude their season at

events.

Miami on Sunday.

Panel talks U.S.-Israeli ties

vs. UMass

Today

BC Graduate AHANA
brings the University community
a panel discussion on the New
Bedford Raid. The discussion
is the first of three scheduled

FEATURED ON CAMPUS

Men's Hockey

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST
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Rain/Wind

Join the BC men's ice
as it takes on the
Minutemen of UMass at Conte

33°

hockey team

Forum on Friday, Their season
wraps up with a home-and-home
series against UNH next week.
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Top administrators advocate for
more spending on the sciences

Snow
'-

On Tuesday, a number oftop administrators representing several research universities testified before the
House of Representatives Subcommittee on Research
and Science Education. The administrators, including
representatives from the University ofArizona and the
University of Illinois, advocated for increased federal
funding to be allocated to the renovation of deteriorating science facilities, according to a report by the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
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Local News
House of Blues ranked world's
highest-attended club in 2009
In a recent publication by Pollstar, the trade publication of the concert industry, Boston's House of Blues
sold more tickets last year than any other club in the
PATRICK GALLAGHER

/
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In a panel on U.S.-lsraeli relations, experts on the Middle East discussed the region's past, present, and future.
The U.S.-lsraeli relationship
driven more by identity
and ideology than by interest,
Tuesday, Boston College
Miller said.
played host to a trio of experts
He said the United States
in Middle Eastern politics in a
is a remarkably unique napanel discussion, "U.S.-Israeli tion, able to practice isolation
Relations: Past, Present, and
while simultaneously enjoying
Future."
abundant resources, and said
The panel was sponsored
that the United States owed its
by BC's program in Islamic
current state all to "location.
Civilizations, the
location, locaClough Center,
tion."
Israelis, howthe political sciDespite the
ence department,
ever, do not enjoy
the Jewish studstated intentions the same prosies program, the
perity, Miller
the Obama
Arab Students
said. Their lives
Association, Alleave no room
administration,
Noor, the Coalifor doubt or
peace remains
tion for Israel,
hesitation. The
elusive in the Arab- tension within
the Middle Eastern and Islamic
their world is
Israeli
Studies Student
due to a conflict
Association,
between identity
and Hillel, and
and interest.
was hosted by Rebecca Clark,
"Obama misread his moGA&S '13.
ment in Arab-Israeli peace,"
The panel was the culminaMiller said. The United States
tion of months of planning,
"has big talk, yet no action, and
still, no peace." He called for an
and consisted of Aaron Miller,
a Middle East analyst, author,
American mediator to overlook
and negotiator; Shai Feldman,
Arab and Israeli peace talks.
professor of politics at Brandeis
Feldman took the podium
University; and Hussein Ibish,
next, and said, "The fundamena senior fellow at the Ameritals of therelationship between
can Task Force on Palestine
the U.S. and Israel remain as
By

Michael Shippie

For The Heights

is

one

of

conflict.

(ATFP).

Miller began the discussion by praising the political
environment of BC, saying that
BC students interact in a*n "extraordinary amicable and civil
fashion, which is not the case in
other universities."

strong as they [have been] since
the Kennedy Administration."
All U.S. presidents since
John F. Kennedy have been
committed to the survival of

Israel, Feldman said, and, in his
opinion, Obama has upheld this
commitment.

In a recent poll, Americans
voted Israel as one of their
top five favorite countries, according to Feldman, whereas
the U.S. is less supportive of
Israel's neighbors. He also said
that, while most of America's
allies show deep contempt for
Americans, the Israeli people
continue to adore them.
However, "At the end of the
day, Obama doesn't give such
a priority to the PalestinianIsraeli relations as he does
to domestic issues," Feldman
said.
Ibish concluded the panel
by examining the nature of the
U.S.-Israeli relationship. In
order to usher in any change,
he said, Israel and Palestine
must cement some type of re-

lationship.
A third party could oversee
this relationship, Ibish said.
He concluded by saying that
American backing is key to a
bottom-up approach to the
formation ofrelations between
Israel and Palestine.
When it comes to the role
of the United States in the
Middle East, Miller said that
the United States is at the most
vulnerable position in its history. As a result of the events
of the past decade, the United
States is effectively "stuck in
the Middle East," he said.
Clark said that she "sought
to select a topic that was of
interest across the political
spectrum," and had been in the
process of planning the event
since last fall. \u25a0

world, the Boston Globe reported yesterday. House
of Blues, located on Lansdowne Street, opened last
year amid high expectations. It hosted nearly 250
shows over the past year, selling 314,597 tickets in
2009. The club can accommodate up to 2,400 people
and is the largest of 12 franchises, according to the
Globe report.

On Campus
Team of chemists develops more
efficient design for lithium batteries
A team of Boston College chemists have developed
a method for producing more efficient, lighter, and
longer-lasting lithium-ion batteries. The tiny, scaffoldlike titanium-structured nanonets were developed in
the lab of Dunwei Wang, professor in the chemistry
department, according to a release from the Office of
Public Affairs. The nanonets possess a unique structural strength, along with a greater surface area and
increased conductivity, allowing them to produce a
charge / re-charge rate offive to 10 times more than
typical lithium-ion anode material.

National
R.I. school district approves plans
for mass teacher firings by year's end
CENTRAL FALLS, R.I. (AP) The blue-and-white banner exclaiming "anticipation" on the front ofCentral Falls
High School seems like a cruel jokefor an institution so
chronically troubled that its leaders decided to fire every
teacher by year's end. No more than half those instructors would be hired back under a federal option that
?has enraged thestate's powerful teachers union, earned
criticism from students, and brought praise from U.S.
Education Secretary Arne Duncan and some parents.
The mass firings were approved by the school district's
board of trustees Tuesday night.
-
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea
for a story? Call Michael Caprio,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Zach Wielgus, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail

sports@bcheights.com.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. CallKristen House, Arts and Review Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review®
-

bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting error, have information thatrequires a
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Matthew DeLuca, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
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Police Blotter
2/19/10 2/21/10
-

Friday, Feb. 19

matter will be referred to the Boston Police

Department.

9:23 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
party who was acting in a disorderly manner
while in the primary care facility in Cushing
Hall clinic. The party was given a warning,
and there were no further problems.
-

Saturday, Feb. 20
12:01 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
fight in progess in Greyeliff Hall. Officers
responded and determined that the parties
involved had fled the area prior to their
arrival.
2:21 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance in Welch Hall. An
underage intoxicated party was transported
by ambulance to a medical facility. A detective is investigating.
-

4:29 a.m. A report was filed regarding the
odor of burnt marijuana in Welch Hall. A
report will be forwarded to the ODSD.
-

9:08 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
fire alarm activation in Ignacio Hall. The
alarm was caused by workers in the area who
overheated a plastic PVC pipe.
-

11:10 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
assault and battery that occured off
campus. Due to jurisdictional issues, the

4:51 p.m.
A report was filed regarding
a fire alarm activation in the Mods. The
cause of the alarm was due to small fire on
top of a stove. The fire was immediately
extinguished, and a work order was filed
for repairs.

"What do you think about the
radio station, WZBC?"

-

Sunday, Feb. 21

"I've never listened to it. I
didn't know we had a radio
station."
?Hollister Kennedy,
CSONI3

1:07 a.m. A report was filed regarding the
confiscation of a controlled substance from
several parties in Rubenstein Hall. One party
was issued a civil citation under Massachusetts General Law 94C.
-

8:27 a.m.

A report was filed regarding a
complaint of damage to a memorial area
from what appears to be a past motor vehicle accident. Due to jurisdictional issues,
Boston Police were notified and responded
to take over the ivestigation.
11:31 a.m.

-

A report was filed regarding a
party being harassed in Gonzaga Hall. ResLil'e was made aware of the situation and
will be dealing with the matter.

Source: The Boston College
Police Department
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anything about it."

?Patrick Andrea,
CSOM '13

"I've heard they have some
good shows. There's Nick
Sperry Sunday nights. Be
-

?

Advertising
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"I have never listened to
it, so I couldn't tell you

-

-
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Voices from the Dustbowl

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact John O'Reilly, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

there."

-Tripp Ott,
A&S '11

CORRECTIONS
In the article "ALC Ball
fills Copley,Plaza Hote," in
the Feb. 22 issue, the Senior
Week Committee's 100 days
event was incorrectly referred to as taking place on
Feb. 19. The event took place
on Feb. 20.
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Drinking
a game of

numbers

Joseph

Pasquinelli

The drinking age in all states
is currently 21 and has been
since the 1980s. The age of most
students in their freshman year
of college is 18. College is a time
for experimenting with a great
deal of things and ideas (drugs,
sex, and extremely prevalent
at Boston College alcohol)
that students would not necessarily experiment (at least not
as irresponsibly) with under the
watchful eye of their parents.
Students are going to try new
things if they desire to do them,
whether these things are legal or
illegal. The current drinking age
makes using alcohol illegal for
most college-age students, but
this does not stop them. It will
only make their behavior more
secretive and irresponsible. In
order to foster an environment
where this "experimenting" can
be done responsibly and treated
as an opportunity to learn how
to drink like an adult, the drinking age needs to be lowered to at
most 18.
How could this help to end
irresponsible drinking and promote mature, adult-like drinking? Let us consider drinking at
BC. Students under the age of
21 are sneaking hooch into their
rooms after having an upperclassman, or possibly an undesirable, lounging outside Reservoir Liquors purchase libations
for them. After Mission Acquisition is accomplished, students
begin drinking so they can get
rid of the banned substance as
quickly as possible. This means
taking a shot, chasing, taking
a deep breath, and repeating
the process until the bottle is
gone. It could mean draining
most of a water or 20-ounce
pop bottle and refilling it with
alcohol (the equivalent of eight
or more shots), or it could mean
chugging down that beer in
record time. If the drinking age
was 18, students could buy their
own alcohol and would not end
up poisoning themselves because
they were attempting to rid thenrooms of a banned substance that
is also fun to consume.
If drinking did not have to be
done on the sly, the University
would also be able to educate students about drinking responsibly.
AlcoholEdu is simply not cutting
it. Students still behave irresponsibly and find themselves in the
-

-
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Universities invest in medical schools
By

Michelle Totino

tive as well, Wolff said. "Taking time off
for a worldly experience to do something
interesting and productive can make you
A surplus in the demand for education a more attractive candidate," he said. The
in health services has created an increase ratio of BC alumni to current undergraduin medical programs at U.S. universities.
ates who apply to medical school is about
The recent surge in the establishment 3-to-l.
of medical schools across the country is
Some new medical schools, such as
the largest one since the 19705, accordthe Commonwealth Medical College in
ing to a report by The New York Times.
Scranton, PA, are independent instituTwenty-four medical schools have either tions, while other proposed medical
opened in the United States or are slated schools are associated with established
to open soon. This repreuniversities, according to
sents an 18 percent increase
the Times report.
"We need to train
over the current 131 U.S.
Hofstra University, for
more physicians in example, is teaming up
medical schools, if all of the
proposed medical schools
with North Shore Long
our country"
open as planned, according
Jewish Medical
said. "We need to Island
to the Liaison Committee
Center. As of December
on Medical Education. In encourage more men 2009, New York Medical
contrast, only one medical
College has been affiliated
school opened during the and women to go into with Touro College. Addi1980s and 19905.
tionally, the University of
primary care"
"We try to present an
California, Central Michienvironment for [the stugan University, and Rowan
?Robert Wolff,
dents] to flourish," said
are each looking
University
Director, Premedical and
Robert Wolff, director of
to open their own medical
Predental Programs
the pre-medical and preschools.
dental programs at Boston
Newly established medCollege. No matter how qualified American
ical schools are hoping to separate thempre-medical students are, it is extremely
selves from traditional medical schools
difficult for them to get into American by focusing on primary care needs in immedical schools, he said. In reality, many migrant and disadvantaged communities.
students are faced with the choice of leavQuinnipiac University, in Hamden, CT,
ing the medical field or studying medicine
has a $75 million plan to enroll its first
abroad.
medical school class by the fall of 2013
Not only are American medical schools or 2014. If it passes accreditation, the
selective, but foreign schools are competi- school would focus on primary care and

For The Heights

Wolff

students could mingle would be
a setting where students could
learn to drink like their mature
counterparts.
Also, discussion and education about alcohol could be frank
and honest, instead of acciisatory and chastising. To those who
would argue this would encourage
students to drink, consider the
chastity versus sex education
argument. Studies have shown
that teaching students about
safe sex does not result in more
students having sex. The same
could be applied to alcohol consumption. Students who are going
to drink will drink responsibly,
and students who do not drink
will not become booze hounds
because they are taught how to
consume alcohol in a manner that
is respectful to their livers and
their minds.
When the drinking age is
lowered to 18, the level of stupidity with which students drink
will also be lowered. Sipping, not
chugging and taking shots, will
be encouraged. Until that day
arrives, the message remains the
same: Have a drink. No harm, no
foul. Just remember to use your
head because if you don't, it'll
hurt like hell tomorrow, and if
>

you're especially irresponsible,
it will hurt the rest of your life.

Joseph Pasquinelli is a columnist

for The Heights. He welcomes comments at editor@bcheights.com

global health care. Quinnipiac President
John Lahey told the Times that he hopes
to build offthe University's existing health

residency programs every year.
"We need to train more physicians
in our country," Wolff said. "We need to
programs and to attract students who
encourage more men and w.omen to go
want to become doctors.
into primary care," he continued, citing
The new programs aim to address the a shortage of primary care employees in
growing need for doctors demanded by the United States.
the expansion of the U.S. population, the
An obvious advantage of the expansion
impending retirement of nearly one third of medical schools is that "strong men and
of current U.S. doctors, and the possible women could get training in the U.5.,"
widening of congressioWolff said. Supporters of
nal health care legislation
the expansion say that an
that could incorporate as
increase in the number of
University
many as 30 million new
physicians would mean
patients.
Central that more doctors could
While many mediMichigan University, treat the needy rural and
cal schools in the United
urban areas, which would
States have been increasresult in lower medicaling their enrollment, inrelated costs. This move
University are
cluding the Tufts Univerwould reduce the time that
sity School of Medicine looking to open
people wait to see a doctor,
in Boston, the number of own
according to the Times.

California,

doctors will not increase
until more residency slots
ooen ud

so

of

and Rowan
each
their
medical schools.

that graduates

However, Wolff said,
"Physicians do not tend

to go to underrepresented
or poorer areas," despite the fact that
certain areas of the country still need
more primary care. Nurse practitioners
and physician assistants could be the
inexpensive solution to the medical care
vdid. "In terms of holding medical costs,
physician assistants and nurse practitioners can work very effectively at much

may earn their medical licenses, according to the Times report. Wolff said that
45 to 50 percent of the physicians filling
up medical residencies in U.S. hospitals

today are foreign-trained.
Edward Salsberg, the director of the
Center for Workforce Studies for the Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC), told the Times that 3,500 more
doctors will enter graduate training over
the next decade. That number equals
half of the 7,000 international medical
school graduates who enter U.S. medical

lower costs," he said.
The AAMC predicts a 30 percent
increase in medical school enrollment to
produce about 5,000 more doctors each
year, according to the Times. \u25a0

Heseltine addresses rape
Carrie McMahon
Heights Editor

By

those few that are committed by strangers. However, a time lapse should not discourage victims
from reporting, the speakers urged. "Toxicology is
only one piece of the puzzle," Pino said.
Once this general background on sexual'assault
was covered, Heseltine and Pino went on to discuss
how drugs affect both the investigations and the
way they are processed by nurses and police. "You
can have date rape where there is psychological and
physical corrosion,"Heseltine said. Yet, about one
third of cases do involve some drug use. In most

Wednesday night, Sgt. Pi Heseltine of the Massachusetts State Police and Gwen Pino, a sexual
assault nurse examiner (SANE), gave a presentation
at Boston College concerning drug- assisted assault
and the relationship between investigators and forensic nurses in these cases. The speakers addressed
nursing students interested in the forensic field.
"Helestine and Pino discussed the importance of
nurses and their role in sexual assault investigations.
drug-assisted assaults, the victim is under the inTypically, when a victim of a suspected sexual assault fluence of alcohol, but other popular drugs that are
comes forth to be examined, nurses must execute
generally administered by the attacker can range
a 36-step process and record initial statements.
from Rohypnol, GHB, or Ketamine to sleeping
All of the information that is collected eventupills, muscle relaxers, or other prescription pills.
ally provides prosecutors with the
These drugs are usually slipped
foundation for their cases.
into drinks without the victim's
In order to do this work most
knowledge and can cause a variety
women
One in
efficiently, Pino said the most imof effects, including memory loss,
portant thing is to "listen to the
will be a victim
mental and physical impairment,
victim and what they're telling you
and increased sexual drive.
date rape in her
happened." By simply listening,
The presentation cited national
Pino told the audience that they
statistics that show that one in four
could pick up on clues that tell them
women will be the victims of date
rape in their lifetimes. However, ocwhere and how to examine their
patient outside of the mandated 36-step system. currences of sexual assault are even more common
For instance, if a victim expresses pain in unusual on college campuses. There are about 100,000
areas or notices unusual substances or debris on cases of rape reported each year from women
their skin, it is crucial that nurses follow through in the 18-24 age range, but there are thousands
and examine those areas of concern.
more that are suspected to go unreported. AdThe problem in many of these cases, though, ditionally, over one half of the reported assaults
is that the report is often delayed anywhere from
involve alcohol.
days to years. "This causes cases to dissipate
No matter what type of substance is thought
quicker from an evidentiary perspective," said to contribute to the attack or how long the victim
Heseltine. This is especially true considering a takes to report their case, though, Pino reminded
large part of evidence comes from the victim and nurses that proper treatment of their patients
the perpetrator's bodies, which are not stable enis paramount. This, in turn, can help the victim
vironments. So many reports of sexual assault are
feel at ease and more eager to discuss the crime,
delayed because 70 to 80 percent of victims are
she said. Also, it can heighten the community's
at least acquaintances with their assailants, said
confidence in both the medical teams and the
Heseltine and Pino, and many victims are afraid or investigative teams that work to solve to these
unsure if they should come forth. The majority of cases. "Respond with dignity, respect, and sencrimes that solicit immediate emergency calls are
sitivity," Heseltine said. \u25a0

four

of

lifetime.

hospital or programs designed to
help them reconsider their drinking, which are as ineffective as the
initial program. If drinking were
legal for college-age students,
they could drink in settings where
responsible adults are present.
For example, a campus pub where
professors, administrators, and ?
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Sgt. Pi Heseltine spoke to students and professionals Wednesday night
about drug-induced sexual assault cases and their social effects.

Monitors provide recycling Students criticize
stipend program
guidance in dining halls
Recycling, from Al
because they believe students
might be less inclined to recycle,
considering the newer system. "It's
hard, because [at Corcoran Commons] it's upperclassmen who may
be a little more set in their ways,"
Geaney said.
In addition to coordinating
monitors in the dining hall, Geaney
has been in contact with dining
hall managers, she said. "I want
to find out what their goals are and
help reduce the use of disposable
things. If you keep using dispos-

able things throughout the year,
it adds up."
Getting people involved has
proved difficult, Geaney said. She
has sent e-mails out through EcoPledge at the suggestion of the
dining hall managers, though she
has been underwhelmed by the
response. "It's like pulling teeth,"
she said. In the future, Geaney
hopes to get organizations, such
as Real Food BC involved.
Currently, Geaney is trying to
get students to cover the lunch
and dinner rush, though she
wants to coordinate

a

peer edu-

cation group. Ideally, this group
would go to different clubs on
campus to educate them about
recycling and compost. "That
could be more efficient than
catching people in a rush," she
said.
Divya Prakash, EcoPledge
member and A&S '13, is involved
with the program. "People need
to be more responsible about
where they throw their trash,"
she said. "I look in the trash all
the time and see milk bottles, and
you can recycle or compost the
brown to-go containers." \u25a0

leyball.
Some students receiving athletics scholarships said that the
$41 daily stipend can sometimes
be insufficient. "Most of the

Stipends, from Al

number of scholarships allotted
per sport and each sport has a
maximum number. Each coach
of a scholarship sport is given time, I have to wait until 4 p.m.
a specific amount of money to wait to eat," said John Wezzel,
a member of the
that he or she can
the time, I football team and
use for recruiting "Most
purposes.
have to wait until 4 A&S '13. "I'm a
big guy, and some"Some coaches
choose to attract p.m. to wait to eat'.' times I'll spend
all the money and
niore athletes with
still end up hungry
smaller scholar?John Wezzel,
at the end of the
ships while others
Player, Football Team day," he said.
choose to use the
and A&S 13
"It is every
full amount. So, not
college's decision
every athlete on
of which sports to emphasize,
a scholarship sport has a full
scholarship. Non-scholarship for lack of a better word," Ziady
said. "The decision has many
athletes knew making the decifactors including conference
sion to come to BC that they
weren't going to get scholarships affiliation, school tradition, and
available facilities. The choice of
in their sport," Ziady said.
NCAA rules dictate that the emphasis is not easy and must
be made very strategically."
same amount of scholarship
"I would love the meal plan
money goes to the men's and
women's sports. BC chose to that some schools have, where
fully fund five out of 13 men's you swipe your card at the door
at a certain time and then can
sports and nine out of 13 women's sports. The men's sports get how much food you want,"
Sung said. "But Idoubt that will
are football, basketball, hockey,
happen in the future. When I do
baseball, and soccer. The women's sports are basketball, field run out of money, which will be
500n... I'll justr ask friends to buy
hockey, golf, lacrosse, soccer,
Softball, tennis, track, and vol- me dinner." \u25a0
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Madigan assumes direction of core program
Madigan. "I'm not sure how to do have been the same," he said. "At
the same time, the background of
that, but. I'll have to inform myself. I think it is my responsibility BC has been changing. Yet, the
Rev. Arthur Madigan, S.J., to become much better informed same basic core design is from the
on the core and share it with the early 19905."
a professor in the philosophy
committee, deans, faculty, and
Improving upon the cultural
department, replaced Richard
diversity component of the core
Cobb-Stevens, also a professor students."
Madigan said that one of the was one way to appeal to the soin the philosophy department, as
the director of the University core continuing challenges that the cial problems of today, Madigan
core curriculum faces is evaluatsaid. "I am committed to the idea
curriculum.
Cobb-Stevens, who oversaw ing its effectiveness. The New that the core should have a cultural diversity requirement. It can be
England Associathe development
tion of Schools satisfied in many different-ways."
of the core over
things really
and Colleges Madigan said that being able to
the past 19 years,
go well, I hope
(NEASC), the reunderstand one's culture better,
will pass on the
to stimulate
gional accrediting through the eyes of another, is a
responsibilities of
body that perivital component to the cultural
chair of the Uniconversation among odically
certifies diversity requirement. "For a very
versity Core Develgood reason, the one thing that
opment Committee faculty and students BC as an accreduniversity,
ited
occurs
nie is this requirement
(UCDC), which enabout what we are has been putting is in thetocore
not just so people
tails working with
the Office of the trying to accomplish pressure on the can pick up a little information of
BC core curricuculture that isn't theirs," he said.
Provost to develop
through the core
lum to measure "Instead, it should help a person
the core program
program"
and to determine
its effectiveness know a more effective outlook on
which non-Boston
on students in the our own culture. If we can see our
College courses ?Rev. Arthur Madigan, long run. "It is own culture with different eyes,
will be acceptable
hard to measure that is a big plus."
S.J.,
Madigan has taught core
because the core
to fulfill core reChairperson, University education may courses since he came to BC in
quirements.
Core Development
According to
take effect 15 1979. "I have taught in the core
years from now,"
since I came to BC, and I have
goals set forth by
Commitee
the University Task
he said. "It's hard thoroughly enjoyed it," he said.
Force on the core curriculum, for us to try and do something "Working with BC students in the
the cumulative goals of the core about this while the students core is an overall stimulating and
include aiding students in their are still here." Madigan said that positive experience."
personal development of "requestionnaires, an interview
Working in the core program
lating course material to their process, and focus groups might has allowed Madigan to form a
special attachment to the imporown lives and to reflect on these be appropriate avenues to take in
relationships in their writing to order to assess the effectiveness tance of the core requirements at
intensify a growing sense of selfof the core.
BC. "I think it's the single most
awareness."
While Madigan believes that important element that is what all
the effectiveness of the core is an students are going to be affected
Madigan said he believes that
by in the long term," he said. "In
his responsibilities go beyond important issue that needs attenthis. "If things really go well, I tion, he does not want to impose the short term, major courses will
hope to stimulate conversation any severe changes on the core, help students develop their techamong faculty and students about but hopes to relate it more to nical skills. But, as for what they
what we are trying to accomplish current social problems. "In the are going to be like, training in the
through the core program," said past 15 years, the core courses core is a determinant of that."
By Rebecca Kailus
Heights Staff

"If

Computer viruses pose
an issue for students
By TaylourKumpf

virus programs. "When the mesEscalante said. This theory was
sages are clicked on, they acwhat prompted the e-mail.
tually infect your
"Hackers,
"We
are
running
into spammers, idenComputer viruses are on the computer instead
rise on campus, said David Esof fixing an inmultiple examples tity thieves, and
calante, director of computer fection, which is
other cyber predwhere people on
policy and security.
what they claim
ators are becomThis knowledge prompted the on your screen,"
campus are getting ing increasingly
e-mail sent out to the student he said. "We are
sophisticated,"
variants these
body by Information Technology running into multhe e-mail read.
Services (ITS) at the beginning of tiple examples viruses not detected "Their latest ploy
the spring semester.
where people on by
or other is to exploit your
"We sent an e-mail to the stucampus are getting
desire to protect
dent body because we were trackvariants of these anti-virus programs" your computer.
ing an increase in the number of viruses not deSome viruses are
people infected by 'fake anti-virus'
tected by McAfee
disguised to look
David Escalante,
messages on their computers," or other anti-virus
like virus warnDirector
of
Computer
Escalante said in an e-mail.
programs."
ings, but when you
Policy and Security
While the viruses are prevalent,
The Koobclick anywhere in
he said, it is less of an issue now face virus targets
the warning it acthan it was in the previous five the users of social networking tually infects your computer."
years.
websites, such as Facebook and
"We generally don't e-mail the
Viruses of parTwitter. Koobface campus about a security issue unticular concern to
spreads by deliverless it's affecting multiple people
ITS are Torpig,
ing Facebook mes
on campus already," Escalante
ITS instructed
Koobface, and
sages to people
said. "With the e-mail, we wanted
Zeus. "We are
who are 'friends' to provide useful advice to the BC
to not
students
finding these by
a Facebook
community."
click anywhere in of
monitoring the BC
user whose comITS instructed students to not
network for these a
alert, not to puter has already chck anywhere in a fake alert, to
and other viruses'
infected. not try closing the alert, and to
try closing the alert, been
network signaAlso, Escalante save any files being worked on,
tures," Escalante and to save any
said, "Zeus is esif a fake virus warning should
said. All three opin
pecially
nasty
appear.
being worked on,
erate by means of
that it steals fi"I would consider the e-mail
deceit. Torpig, for a
virus warning nancial info."
a success," Escalante said. "We
example, appears
"We theorized tracked a substantial increase in
should appear.
to be performing a
that many people visits to the BC Web site explaindesirable function
on campus didn't ing what legitimate virus warnings
but instead facilihave viruses look like right after it was sent, and
tates unauthorized access within
enough to recognize what a real
since that time we're not getting as
the computer system.
McAfee or Sophos virus warning
many people infected by these fake
The viruses work around anti- looked like versus a fake one," anti-virus messages." \u25a0
Asst. News Editor

Rev. Arthur Madigan, S.J., replaced Richard Cobb-Stevens earlier this month as director of the core curriculum
The core courses are especially
vital in promoting Jesuit ideals
that will stay with BC students
throughout their lives, Madigan
said. "For the last five to 10 years, I
have served on a number ofboards
of trustees of different Jesuit
institutions," he said. "I've seen
many Jesuits interacting with each
other. They are people with very

?
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Boston has fewer AHANA faculty
Faculty, from Al

the ability to recruit AHANA
students and vice versa."
elsewhere? How can we improve
Zane Crute, CSOM T2, disthe AHANA faculty's ability to agrees. He said, "When choosing
make tenure? Do
a school, I focused
they need more
more on the qualsupport and menThe
Boston Globe's ity of education as
toring? Are we
a whole. I did not
being careful and
study suggests that investigate spethoughtful enough
cific nationalities
the recruitment
when we bring
of professors.
people in?"
talented AHANA was concernedI
The Boston
with getting the
faculty enables
Globe's study sugbest education
colleges to better possible, and not
gests that the
recruitment of
who was giving me
recruit talented
talented AHANA
AHANA students. that education."
faculty enables
Jefferson said
colleges to better
that the process of
recruit talented
enacting change is
AHANA students. "That's right
lengthy. "This issue is not going
on the money," Jefferson said.
to be solved overnight. It requires
"I think that they reinforce each our sustained attention," he said.
other. The recruitment of AHA"It has our attention now. We
NA faculty members reinforces need to slay with it for a period of

of

do, we will have more
success, If we let it fade away
years. If we

because another issue becomes
more fashionable, then we will
not be successful."
Jefferson said that schools
have been working to reverse older
structural dilemmas. "Schools in
Boston are engaging in cooperative efforts to enhance their abil
ity to recruit and retain AHANA
faculty members and to undo the
lingering reputation that Boston
developed after school desegregation," he said.
"There is also the pipeline
issue
the number of AHANA
folks who are directing themselves toward academic careers
as opposed to other professions
such as law and business. This is
an issue in terms of recruitment."
Jefferson said. We want to make
Boston a mecca for education

-

-

"

again." \u25a0

between BC's Jesuit ideals and
the core. "We don't have as many
Jesuits in the classroom as we did
15 years ago, but I see the core as
a strong linkage to the Jesuit tradition," he said. "The Jesuit idea is
to prepare someone to be a good
leader in their profession and thencommunity. It is more than just
technical training." \u25a0

""Most senators get elected because they go door to door. In my view, we
should continue to do that after the election, see what they're working on and
keep those students checked into what they are doing"
Michael Joyce,
UGBC Senate Vice President Elect, A&S '12
?

Simmons, Joyce to lead
UGBC Senate this year

of

McAfee

different specialized training, and
I was amazed at their way of communicating. They were articulate,
and they shared common values.
I think it's the core that brought
this about."
Madigan said that the core curriculum is instrumental in promoting the values BC hopes to impart
to its students because of the link

Senate, from Al
said in referencelo the housing
policy. Additionally, Simmons
said that the Senate will continue
to meet with administrators and
University health officials to discuss
an appropriate

amnesty policy.

The dynamic between the UGBC
and the student body will be one of
the largest issues for the Senate to
address this year, Simmons said.
One of the ways the UGBC has
fostered a connection between
the student body and the Senate
in the past has been through Senate lunches. These lunches have
featured class senators making
themselves available to students
in dining halls, and Simmons said
he hopes to build on those interactions.
"The dialogue thus far has been
really good," Simmons said. "We
want to find out how to get students
excited about issues on campus."
Joyce said that by creating
more opportunities to speak with
BC students, he hopes to sustain
the energy created by UGBC campaigns.

"Most senators get elected because they go door to door," Joyce
said. "In my view, we should con-

tinue to do that after the election,
feel what they're working on and
keep those students checked into
what they are doing. Often times
we get questions from students
questioning what we even do. That
is a product of the lack of communication between the students
and what we represent."
The Senate will be hosting the
annual Boston IntercollegiateConference this fall an event which
Simmons said he hopes will bring
ideas from other schools together.
"It's amazing to speak to these
other students and see how much
overlap there is between schools,"
he said. "It's not just us who are
dealing with these issues."
The Senate will also be working to advance a plan by Senator
Courtney Finkel, CSOM '12, that
calls for a bus route that would
run from BC to downtownBoston.
Simmons said he hopes this will
also act to unite students. "Most
of the students I've spoken to who
lived on Newton Campus said some
of the best relationships they had
were formed riding the Newton bus
back and forth," he said. "This will
be similar."
Jelinek, who, with others,
founded the student organization
-

BC Students for Sexual Health,
said that sexualhealth still remains
a concern for students this year
an issue he hopes the UGBC Senate will address during this next
year. ''I think the great thing is to
have Harvey working as president.
It will be really great continuity
with that," Jelinek said. "A lot of
things can get dropped in transition. Ifeel confident thathe will be
able to fight for it next year."
Simmons' and Joyce's elections coincided with the election
of Micaela Mabida, CSOM '11,
and Patrick Raab, A&S '11, to
president and vice president of the
UGBC for 2010-11, respectively.
Jelinek said that Raab's previous
experience in the Senate could
prove to an asset to the UGBC,
similar to his experience working
with current UGBC President Al
Dea, former Senate president and
CSOM 10.
"We all work on checks and
balances," Jelinek said. "I think
the new Senate will be able to work
closely with Pat and Micaela. With
Al Dea as a former senator, we
were able to work closely together
with the Cabinet and the Senate.
Using Pat's experience with the
Senate will be similar." \u25a0
-

O'Connell House
announces dance
Middlemarch, from Al
"We always sell out, and thehouse
is as packed as we can get it."
Those with a ticket are asked
to dress in the theme of the night.
"Students get decked out," Bell
said. "They dress up from head to
toe, even more so thanHalloween."
Past themes have included Las
Vegas, and, most recently, board
games.

Tliis year marks the 37th anniversary of Middlemarch. The dance
began as a theme party hosted by
the undergraduate managers of
the O'Connell House. Regarding
the preparation that goes into the
event, Bell said, "I think we've
gotten it down to a science. The
biggest things are making sure the

decorations are top notch, that
there is enough food, and that we
have a great DJ."
Middlemarch is entirely student run. Each year, a committee of 20-30 students is selected
to pick the theme of the dance,
design the decorations for each
room, and ensure successful
planning and execution of the
event. "Every room is transformed," Bell said. "We shut
the house down the whole week
before the dance."
"The dance is always wildly
successful," Bell said. "It's one
the longest running BC traditions. There's this sense of
community, students want to
participate. They want to get
dressed up." \u25a0
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

SUMMER JOBS For Environmental Action! Earn $350-$550/week
Work with Environmental Action
on a campaign to protect our forests. Make a difference while earning valuable campaign experience.
Call Marty at (617) 338-7882.

BARTENDERS NEEDED!! No experience necessary. Earn $250 per
day. Contact at 627-849-8074.

BABYSITTER NEEDED

A family
residing in Chestnut Hill/BC area is
looking for responsible babysitter with
a car. We need a babysitter on two
afternoons (any 2 days of Monday
or Tuesday or Wednesday) 1o pick
up children (6 and 9 years old) from
a neighborhood school, drive them
home for a snack, and then drive them
to after-school activities. 6-7 hours
per week. Please send an e-mail to

BECOME A JETBLUE CAMPUS
REP
HIRING FOR FALL. Run
events and create promotions on
your campus for Jetßlue Airways.
Earn great incentives and gain amazing experience for your resume! Go
to: Repnation.com/Jetßlue to apply.

BABYSITTING JOB. Need fun-loving babysitter. Weekends and/or
weekday evenings for our daughter (10) and son (8). We live close
to BC's Shea Field. If interested,
call Laurette at (617) 733-3309.

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSES
and
sublets! Still looking for that perfect junior year apartment??? Call
GREENLINE REALTY today! (617)
731-5434. Or just stop by to see us
at 1956 Beacon St. (next to Cityside
in the heart of Cleveland Circle). We
still have premium apartments in all

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

Have you thought about adoption? Loving and devoted married
couple hoping to adopt. We hope
you will consider us in your options. To learn more, please call us
toll-free at 1-877-841-3748, or visit
our Web site www.roseanneandtim.
com. Please be assured all conversations are held in strict confidence.
With gratitude, Roseanne and Tim.

-

nashideti@yahoo.com.
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ACROSS
1 Quick kiss

seven times
10 Confiscated auto
14 End of a fronton
game?
15 Back list
16 Court cry
17 Detectives
assignedto
unsolved
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow these rules:
? Number can appear only once in each row
? Number can appear only once in each column
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
\u25a0 The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
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Research proves animals feel pain like we do, can think and feel,
and are capable of complex social lives. Yet in the US each year:
?

25 billion animals cruelly raised & brutally
slaughtered for unhealthy diets that are
destroying our planet.
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Over 100 million lab animals
imprisoned & tortured.
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100's of millions of wildlife
killed & wounded for sport.
Millions of fur animals
killed just for vanity.,
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Animals' lives are a living nightmare. They are routinely branded and
mutilated without anesthetic, starved, overcrowded, & killed when still
& lab
infants. Stress disorders like self-mutilation are common. Most farm
animals never see the light of day. Millions of animals are so sick that they
are dragged to their deaths. Over 95% are crushed, suffocated, chopped
open, or scalded alive while fully conscious. If people treated pets
the way these baby animals are treated, they would be arrested.
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24 Poker holding
25 Condescend
28 Big louts
29 House call?
31 Partner of words
32 Gay leader?
34 Unilever laundry
soap brand
36 Like a whip?
38 Train guide
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2 Kay Thompson's
impish six-yearold
3 Mobile maker
4 William the pirate
5 Hamm of soccer
6 Switch positions
7 River forming
part of
Germany's
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8 Betty Ford
Center program
9 Oozes out
10 Prefix with tiller
11 Sleepingaid
12 A pop
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18Clear and
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FOR SALE: DOMESTICATED LOBSTER. Prefers to keep name as Mr.
Pinchy. Docile creature. Whoever
purchases him must give him a good
home and not use him as food. If interested contact jmxtravis@gmail.
com. Price negotiable. Tank included!
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Massachusetts Animal Rights Coalition is making a difference.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Student involvement
key for WZBC

Heights

"For my part, I know nothing with any certainty, but that the sight
makes me dream!'
?

of the stars

Vincent van Gogh

The radio station has plenty of talent, but more student
listeners would enliven its campus presence.
WZBC, the campus radio station and reapply it to the WZBC image.
funded by the University and operated With more listeners will come sugges-

by undergraduates, has experienced
steady growth since its foundation in
1973. The station's audience extends
well beyond the gates of our campus to
reach many avid listeners in the greater
Boston area. The Heights applauds this
successful integration into the surrounding community and views it as a
great way to humanize a university that
can sometimes seem faceless. While
this is a great achievement, we worry
that many students do not realize what
a great resource resides in the bowelsof
McElroy Commons. This general ignorance of a fully functioning media outlet
can only lead to missedopportunities for

tions for programming, and we think
that these suggestions should be taken
seriously. As BC's radio station, WZBC
should give special consideration
to the BC community. Its primary
objective should be to not only represent BC, but also to offer stimulating
entertainment for students. Listeners
in the surrounding areas should be

considered but never be the sole focus
of what WZBC is producing.
Currently WZBC's on-air staff is
composed of a mix of students and
members of the Boston community.
While The Heights understands that
having experienced external personnel on staff can help bolster the image
students of BC.
of
the
Chestnut
of the station, we also believe that it
Most inhabitants
should be a goal to have a staff made
Hill campus know of WZBC and perhaps even know a student involved, up fully of BC community members.
but we feel that such a unique aspect The station is for the betterment of the
University as a whole. If there was ever
of the University is being consistently ignored by the majority of the a student denied access to airtime in
population. The Heights encourages favor of an external member, it would
directly conflict with the overarchstudents to make a real effort to realize what opportunities WZBC has to ing goal of a university-owned media
offer them. If you are interested in the outlet. With 50 student DJs and 40
interns, WZBC maintains enough
broadcast or entertainment industries, an active radio station can offer student interest to foster a move that
the unique insight and experienceyou would create a completely student-run
seek. Even if you do not want to be operation. We believe more student inintimately involved with the section, tegration would bring more autonomy
we still push you to listen to the broadand draw even greater listeners to the
casts. If you find time to support your
student talents that already host the
friends in comedy, dance, or musical programs. This move would only help
WZBC further establish itself as a pilgroups on campus, you should see no
to
listening
in
WZBC.
The
lar
of campus media.
difference
WZBC holds a unique role on campeople who work at the station put
time and effort into creating a prodpus. It has the power to unleash creuct for both the BC community and
ativity in its staff and broadcast it to
beyond. We want more students to be the BC community and beyond. For
able to take advantage of what this this reason, The Heights encourages a
station can offer, and we believe with dual effort. The BC community should
actively listen to what WZBC is putting
more listeners and an active response
on air, and, in response, WZBC should
by WZBC, this can be attained.
What we know today as the radio listen to the community's comments and
station was originally founded as an respond with interesting and relevant
AM station, WVBC, which marked programming. The Heights wants WZBC
itself as "the voice ofBoston College." to continue to grow as a resource for the
The Heights believes that the (jurrent BC community and hopes students will
station staff should take this moniker
tune in and drop by.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Golden Key Society explains place on campus

Students who have not misbehaved in their current dorms
should be rewarded with housing choices for the next year.
There is an impending deadline looming
on students' consciousnesses that doesn't
involve the much-anticipated spring break.
When students return to Chestnut Hill
after their week off, the talk of the campus
will turn toward the housing lottery, and
the dreaded process of competing for
residence hall space for the next academic
year. Eight-mans, the Mods, and townhouses will all be hot commodities and,
under the current system, the lucky few to
get these highly-desired housing accommodations will be randomly selected based
on their class only.
This system has left many students
dissatisfied, however, because disciplinary sanctions and vandalism charges
are not taken into account when lottery
times are assigned. Many students who
have never been written up for a disciplinary infraction are bothered when
they're the most desired housing going
to friends or neighbors who have had
several run-ins with the Boston College Police Department or the Office of
Residential Life (ResLife). This situation could possibly be resolved if ResLife
found a way to incorporate students'
disciplinary standings into the distribution of pick times.
All BC students sign a housing
agreement every year, which indicates
that the student will comply with the
rules and regulations of the residence
halls while they remain on campus. If a
student breaks this agreement, either

The

through vandalism or alcohol and noise
violations, they are punished through
their residence directors. However, if a
student complies with all the rules and
is respectful of their room and others in
their residence hall, there is no reward or
incentive. The "writing up" system relies
mainly on sticks, but we think it would be
beneficial to offer carrots for students as
well. For example, freshmen who are desperate for an eight-man on Lower would
be more careful around their dorm if they
knew that their behavior this year would
affect their living situation next year.
We realize that this system might be
difficult to implement and that certain
provisos would be necessary. For instance,
a student who had been written up once
while in someone else's room or house
should not have their lottery time affected because many students have found
themselves in the wrong place, wrong
time scenario, and this must be taken into
account. Rather, repeat offenders who
have continually disrespected their housing through vandalism or excessive noise
should not be given preference over others
who have proven they posses the maturity
to respect their community.
We understand that the problem facing ResLife is incredibly complicated,
and that this reformed system may prove
impossible in reality, but ResLife could
consider using its unique position to offer an incentive to students who respect
the residence halls.
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A student perspective on an international crisis
are some things we witnessed
during our week and a half in the
West Bank that simply cannot be
justified. They are:
1. The location of the wall. As one

David Willner

Merit lottery system
should be explored

Our dedicated faculty advisor, Maria Sannella, our
PR coordinator, and I recently sat down with GK's CEO,
John Mitchell, who addressed some of the financial concerns noted in Monday's article. He explained that the
numbers that were cited in the column are from the 2008
Annual Report. Since then, the number of corporate
scholarship applications received has increased, and
thus the amount of money awarded has followed suit.
Headquarters is working diligently to improve GK's accessibility with additions likejoingoldenkey.org and others. Further opportunities to "get your money's worth"
include $200 off Princeton Review courses and $1000 in
BC chapter scholarships. Additionally, our chapter has
often waived the onetime $80 registration fee for members who are unable to pay, but who absolutely deserve
to be recognized for their hard work.
With that being said, we of course understand
that everyone is entitled to his or her own opinion,
but would be shocked if, after speaking to an officer
or involved member, someone would still view GK in
such a negative light.
Best regards,

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the BC Chapter of Golden Key International Honour Society, I would like to respond to
the column that was posted about our organization in
Monday's edition of The Heights. We are very proud of
the work that GK members have completed at BC over
the past 23 years and, by way of this letter, I hope to
reassure them that their commitment is not in vain.
Although students are selected based on academic
achievement, we believe that there is much more to be
gained from an honor society than arbitrarily wearing a
cord at graduation. Just as with anything else, the more
effort that is put into something, the more is gotten out
of it, which is why we maintain that only those seniors
who participate in six, not two, events per year (three
per semester) will be recognized with cords come May.
Some of the events that we have been involved in this semester include Relay for Life, the H(aid)i Relief concert,
and can collections for Colleges Against CANcer. We
recently sponsored a private screening of a documentary
entitled The Human Experience, which filled Robsham
and was very well-received. GK members have contributed thousands of hours of their time to service and
literacy events thousands of hours that I am confident
have made a difference.

This past January, over the
course of 10 days, our class of 17
visited most major cities in the
West Bank and Israel. Though we
spent an entire semester preparing for the trip and doing research
on the conflict, we were caught
off-guard by nearly everything we
saw. From the wall to the checkpoints and from the settlers to the
soldiers, we were finally seeing
everything that we had read about,
and it was not comforting.
"It's your money," we were told
by a Palestinian living under a tarp
in the occupied East Jerusalem
neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah. He
and 52 others had been removed from
their homes last August, even though
they are the legal owners. He pointed
to the armed settler sitting in the
doorway of his former home and said
to us, "You are supporting all of this."
We knew that he was right, as the
United States gives Israel more military funding than any other country.
When I returned from the trip,
I wanted to find out how Americans and Israelis could feel that
this occupation is somehow just,
sol began reading and communicating with Israelis about what
we saw. But during all my research
and conversations, I slowly began
to realize that no matter what
I read or heard from Israelis or
Americans about why they feel
the occupation is justified, there

Palestinian resident of East Jerusalem told us, "IfIsrael built a wall
along the 1967 borders, that would
be fine. But why are they building it
in Palestinian territory?" According
to a July 2009 UN report, the wall
has taken 9.5 percent of the total
West Bank area. Now, if this wall was
truly built for security purposes, why
is it being built on Palestinian land
and not along the internationally
recognized border?
2. The checkpoints. As of August 2009, the Israeli army had 60
checkpoints located inside the West
Bank. Many of these checkpoints are
located inside cities such as Hebron
or outside cities such as Jerusalem.
To get through some checkpoints,
like those near Jerusalem, Palestinians must obtain a special permit
issued by the Israeli government.
Many Palestinians we met in Bethlehem spoke of how it often takes
hours to get to work in Jerusalem
(six miles away) because they must
drive around the wall and wait
through delays at checkpoints. A
former Israeli soldier who worked at
a checkpoint said, "The checkpoints
are not always about catching terrorists. They are there to harass to
the Palestinians but not because
we enjoy harassing Palestinians. No,
the checkpoints are there to keep
Palestinians obedient and show that
...

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right
to write headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces

we

are in charge."

3. The settlements. Every single
one of the 121 settlements in the
West Bank has been recognized
as illegal under the Fourth Geneva
Convention and numerous United
Nations Security Council resolutions. 280,000 settlers now live in
the West Bank with another 190,000
in Palestinian East Jerusalem. Settlers are the primary cause of violence in the West Bank and are the
reason why so many Israeli soldiers
are posted around the territory.
There are numerous examples from
our trip that demonstrate how the
wall, the checkpoints, the settlements,
and other conditions we witnessed
make a completely unacceptable situation for people to be living in. The
fact, whether we like it or not, is that
we hold some responsibility for what
is going on. This is our money making
the occupation possible.
For the fiscal year 2010,
the Obama administration has
requested that $2,775 billion be
given to Israel in foreign military
aid. I am not proposing that we
cut Israel off from our foreign aid,
but what I am proposing is that we
make sure our money is not being
used to fund an occupation. Know
that since this is our money, we
have the power to say how it will
be used, and, by doing so, we can
drastically change the situation on
the ground for the Palestinians.
David Willner is sophomore in the College ofArts d Sciences.

submitted to the newspaper,
Submissions must be signed and should include the author's
connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters
and columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by email to editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The
Heights, 113McELroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

A classic conundrum
Thumbs

The New

Up

England

Spring Break Students at
Boston College tend to act
like particrs or Peace Corps
volunteers when it comes
to spring break. Typically,
the question, "What're you
doing over break?" will be
met with two very different
answers: 1. Volunteering with
orphans in the slums of Nicaragua. 2. Partying with D-list
celebrities in South Beach.
Both are clearly respectable
choices. Safe travels!
-

What's the best way to garner a newspaper endorsement for your Undergraduate Government ofBoston College (UGBC)

-

=

Walsh is struggling in last
place. Might have something
to do with the paper walls.
It's a trap! Admiral Ackbar,
the minor Star Wars character, famous for commanding the Rebel Alliance and
warning of impending ambushes, may now take on a
new role as the replacement
for Ole Miss' ousted former
mascot, "Colonel Reb." The
University head will almost
definitely reject the idea, but
TU/TD salutes the bug-eyed
admiral, nonetheless.
-

\u25a0

-

Trinity player vociferously
taunted his opponent, effectively (s)quashing the
Yalie's spirits and chance at
victory.

Thumbs
Down
Spell Check
On Monday
evening at Lower, Dining
Services offered a side order
of sweet "potatoe" in the
-

World Market. When did
this University hire former
Vice President Dan Quayle
to write dinner menus?
Room Inspections - Saygoodbye to those Christmas
lights! RAs have been making the rounds this week and
discovering all manner of illicit and illegal paraphernalia in dorms. Some students
have chosen to tight for their
creative additions to their
living space. TU/TD supports save the turtles!
Hell Week
With freedom
just a few tantalizing days
away, O'Neill has remained
full, due to vicious midterms. A harsh reminder that
we are, in fact, still enrolled
-

in

a

university, despite our

best attempts at escapism.

Nor'easter Just a reminder, we're in New England
during the winter. Stinging,
freezing, pelting rain is the
name of the game. The lucky
ones will be escaping the
misery for a glorious week,
only to return to the endless
gray drizzle of March. Coming in like a lion, indeed.
-

Hummer Today, General
Motors announced that it
will discontinue its infamous line of gas guzzlers
after failing to sell it to a
Chinese industrial machine
company. When your vehicle
emits 100 much pollution for
Beijing, il may be time to
consider an upgrade.
-

Classic

William Mooney Sloneker

NRG The inter-dorm competition pits all of campus
against each other to see
who can conserve the highest
percentage of energy (NRG
energy, get it!) during the
next month. To this point,
Ignacio is far and away the
winner, and (no suprises)

Trinity College This weekend, the Bantams won their
12th consecutive College
Squash Association National
Team Championship, defeating Yale University. This unbelievable feat gives Trinity
the longest winning streak in
the history of intercollegiate
varsity athletics. A highlight
of the contest came when a

How do

President candidacy? For The Heights,
you might adopt a sensible platform and
demonstrate pragmatism throughout your
campaign. For The New England Classic,
you might trade suggestive glances with
coeds in dining halls and partake in a Scott
Brown-esque photo shoot.
The Classic, Boston College's unofficial satirical newspaper, acutely dissects student life with a discerning wit
about twice a semester. And just like the
Hillside sandwich with which it shares a
name, the Classic rarely disappoints.
Katie Forberg, A&S '10, founded
the Classic in 2007 with her roommate,
Jacqui Gcaney, A&S 10, and has since
increased the core staff to six, with four
juniors. In its short history, the Classic
has generated much enthusiasm and
support from the student body.
Administrative personnel, however,
have been less responsive to the Classic.
The publication is currently not officially recognized by the University. In
the spring of 2008. Forberg and Geaney
applied for funding from the Office
of the Dean of Student Development
(ODSD). They were denied.
"They said that they were funding
too many publications," Forberg said.
"We thought that they saw us as a liability." The Classic applied again each
of the next two semesters, but never received responses from the ODSD. This
autumn, the group effectively abandoned its bidding and opted to continue
its independent, underground operation. Forberg says she actually prefers
this because it allows the Classic to print
what it sees fit without the University

exercising the prerogative of censorship.

The situation, however, has not been
entirely settled, for an unofficial student
organization has greater difficulty in
maintaining its legitimacy than other

MICHAEL SALDARRIAGA

With the most recent issue of
the Classic looking for "a second wind," a
serious test of its resiliency is approaching. The four juniors are expected to assume the mantle of management, and the
plethora of outside contributors should
keep the paper stock full of content.
Their lack of affiliation with the
groups.

University hampers visibility, funding,
and distribution. They cannot post promotional flyers on campus, they receive
no money from ODSD, and they lack
certain distribution rights. Privileges
that most groups may take for granted
are denied to the Classic, making the

publication harder to advertise and
sustain. "There's so much red tape in
anything you try and do," Forberg said.

Between the vulgarity and the occasional comedic take on religious issues,
BCprobably camiot justify support for the
Classic due to its rigid value system. As a
Catholic Jesuit university, a distinct moral
code persists, and renegade forms of
speech have thus developed a historically
difficult relationship with administrators.
The Heights itself used to receive
University funds, but relations gradually deteriorated starting in the '60s,
when the paper's liberal bent began to
push administrators' buttons. In 1971,
two editors bugged a Board of Trustees
meeting and published the transcript in
a subsequent edition of the paper. The
editors were arrested and fined, and
The Heights was temporarily evicted
from campus. The paper quickly struck
a deal with the University to pay rent
for its McElroy 113 office space in return for distribution rights. The Heights
has been funded by it's business department since then.
Last week, the annual performances
of the Vagina Monologues took place
in McGuinn 121. The proceeds from
Monologues were donated to My Life

/

-

-

suspicion.
At this point, the facts are irrelevant. Even if the rumors are entirely
untrue, the taint of possible corruption

Tim O'Connor
Before you start reading this, take
a minute and ask yourself, "Do I really
want to hear about Tiger Woods' numerous and expensive trysts? Do I care
about John Edwards' rumored sex tape
and his child born by a former campaign
publicist?" Next to the nuclear bomb,
the paparazzi is the single most destructive invention of the 20th century,
and, thanks to the dogged mob's relentless pursuit of our idols and heroes, we
now know everything about our favorite
stars even things we have absolutely
no business knowing. Add the Internet, netbooks, and smartphones to the
equation, and suddenly even the most
obscure B-lister is exposed to the world
in a way few can imagine.
The prudent celebrity, stalked by its
only natural predator the media is
forced to take shelter in his McMansion or private club, hoping that he
can enjoy the success earned through
his hard work or talent. However, the
media, particularly in times of great
hunger for headlines, will not give up
the hunt and inevitably catches its
-

-

prey.

-

Everyone has dirt, and the dirt

gets out. Fight-or-ilight kicks in. Calls
are made. Statements are issued. The
celebrity puts up a valiant effort, but
once dragged from the safety of his or
her refuge and into the public eye, the

media has the advantage. First, the
tabloids pick up the story, publishing

will always linger behind the celebrity's
reputation. God help him or her if they
are true. If the proof is there, nothing
can stop it from coming out once the
question has been raised. Someone will
always talk, perhaps a one-night stand,
eager for her 15 minutes of fame, or a
former employee, looking for a bit of
revenge. The skeletons come tumbling
out of the closet right into the entire
world's living room. The fun isn't over,
though. Not by a long shot. The anchors start asking, "Why isn't he apologizing?" even though responding will
only provoke the beast into further assaults. Everything the offending party
says is scrutinized, analyzed, debated,
and twisted. Soon, all that remains
is a battered carcass. A remarkable
athlete who has posted 71 PGA Tour
wins and 14 major championships is
suddenly just that heinous sex addict.
Though Woods' downfall was sudden,
it was merciful compared to the long,
drawn-out public execution suffered
by John Edwards. In 2008, having privately given up hope of the presidency
but eager to protect his prospects as a
potential vice-presidential candidate
or Cabinet member, Edwards denied
having an 11 month affair with campaign worker Rielle Hunter, before
issuing a public statement admitting to
the incident. Even after coming clean,
Edwards still denied paternity of a

My Choice, an institution supporting
the rehabilitation of teen girls who have
been subjected to prostitution. The University has no qualms with the ends, but
finds the means reprehensible due to the
play's highly sexual content.
Many students still struggle to grasp
just why the University obstructs the viability of these forms of speech. Section
6 of the student guidebooks states that,
"Boston College welcomes a diversity of
ideas," and asserts that "a free exchange
of beliefs and ideas is a healthy means
to evaluate, change, clarify, or reinforce

values and commitments."
Better facilitating expressions of
speech like the Classic or the Monologues
would, theoretically, represent a prime
opportunity to test the strength of morality at Boston College. Allowing such
organizations to function more easily on
campus would let the University demonstrate how Catholicism can unconditionally transcend all allegedly objectionable
speech. It could show that religion can
prevail in a depraved world - of course
the challenge has some risks.
The University still has another
interest in promoting organizations like
the Classic. "So many other schools
have [publications like the Classic],"
Forberg said. "Brown, Yale, schools
that BC wants to be like. Even Georgetown has one. In no way are we trying
to upset the school, we're just creating a satirical newspaper." Sponsoring
picaresque speech might just be the key
to elevating the university to the highest
ranks of American education. If the
Classic blossomed into something like
the Harvard Lampoon, then perhaps BC
would follow suit.
Willaim Mooney Sloneker is a staffcolumnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

FROM HERE TO RESERVOIR

BY SAL CIPRIANO

child that he finally acknowledged as
his in January 2010.
The obvious question raised by the
media's overwhelming attention to the
sex lives of our public figures is, "Who
cares?" The motivation for the media
is clear: Selling stories brings home
the bacon. Why is the public willing
to go along with it all, though? Why
do we pay attention? Why do we even
consider it acceptable as "news"? The
answer is simple: pure, unadulterated
catharsis.
Our celebrities and politicians have
"made it." Through skill, dedication, or
just dumb luck, they've succeeded on a
massive level. They are living the lives
most of us want, and we fear not measuring up to their fame. A little jealousy,
then, combined with admiration and
respect for our idols and role models,
is natural. That's why it feels so good
to tear them down when they screw up.
It's the great equalizer. We may never
elevate ourselves to their level, but we
sure can make them fail and falter in the
ways "normal" people do and we will
never, ever forgive them for it.
Don't be fooled the voyeuristic obsessions of the media are not news. It's
all just one giant distraction, a manufactured spectacle designed to grab your
attention and make you hold on tight.
Then again, why should you listen to
some story about a school blown up by
an artillery strike in Whatsitealledistan
when Megan Fox and Ryan Reynolds
are making nasty on the set of the next
summer blockbuster? The former is boring and depressing, while the latter is
easy, juicy, and satisfying
and gross.
-

...

Tim O'Connor is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

thanks?
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Celebrity gossip: news or nonsense?
eye-catching headlines with damning photos. Once the seed of doubt
has been planted, mainstream outlets
pick up the story not as fact, mind
you, but as "rumors"
legitimizing
the eager consumers' previously held

we say

SUZANNAH LUTZ

What Lt. Dan Choi did not know
was how quickly the proceedings for his
discharge would follow his appearance
on The Rachel Maddow Show in March
2009. Fluent in Arabic, the West Point
graduate was an infantry officer in Iraq
for two years before transferring to the
New York National Guard in June 2008.
What the U.S. Army did not know
did not matter until Choi announced.
"I

am

gay."

Choi received a discharge letter
a month after his appearance on the
television program, and he challenged
it with an appeal, an open letter to
President Obama asking to repeal the
act, and a petition from the Courage
Campaign, signed by almost 162,000
people. Choi's situation is still pending.
The Clinton administration's 1993
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy was an
attempt at compromise for homosexuals who wanted to be in the Army and
right wings who did not want openly
gay soldiers in the military. The policy
restricts the U.S. military from asking
recruits about their sexual orientation,
but it also prevents members of the
homosexual community from saying
anything about their sexual orientation
for fear of discharge.
According to the law, soldiers can be
discharged if a member of the armed
forces has engaged in or attempted to
engage in homosexual acts, identified
oneself as homosexual, or "has married
or attempted to marry a person known
to be of the same biological sex."
The most unsettling portion of the
current law (10 USC 654) states,
"The presence in the armed forces of
persons who demonstrate a propensity
or intent to engage in homosexual acts
would create an unacceptable risk to
the high standards of morale, good
order and discipline, and unit cohesion
that are the essence of military capability-"
Uncloscted gay soldiers have led up
to over 13,000 discharges since 1993.
The Guardian reports that in the past
five years, the Army has discharged 59
Arab linguists and nine Farsi linguists,
all ofwhom were gay.
What has risen to the surface is a
challenge to the U.S. Army, a challenge
to accept everyone who wants to make
a sacrifice for his or her country.
Yes, some would say homosexuals,
as well as heterosexuals, do not need to
announce their sexual preference while
on the job. This is not about that. This
is about one partner's love for another
when they are shipping off to another
country, and then grccMng them at the
airport. This is about whom the soldier
wants his effects sent to when he or she
does not come home. So much about
being a soldier is about love and sacrifice for one's country.
How much more of a sacrifice is the
U.S. Army asking openly gay solders
by requiring them to lie about their
life while not on the job? Openly gay
soldiers cannot marry a person of the
same biological sex. Would you sacrifice marriage for your count ry? Love?
These are the issues the "Don't Ask,
Don't Tell" policy raises.
Senator Joe Lieberman has announced he will be sponsoring the
legislation to repeal the "Don't Ask,
Don't Tell" law, and, while Congress
may be discussing the repeal of this
policy soon, the real problem for
the United States is the deep seated
homophobia in the legislature. Are we
so frightened of homosexuality that we
need to design laws to keep our fellow
citizens out of the armed forces? They
gave their lives for us, giving up family,
friends, and loved ones to protect our
country. Is "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" our
way of saying thank you?
There is something special about
the soldier's sacrifice. It is a brave
choice, one I hat goes unnoticed far
too often, especially when we are not
connected to the soldier individually.
To discharge the gay soldiers who have
sacrificed their lives for our country is
lo dismiss what it means to make that
sacrifice.

Susannah Lulz is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
oiJinionsdcbcheights.com.
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BC downs Tech with team effort Eagles
find a
The team played, for the most part,
a flawless game, constantly rotating and
fighting through screens on defense,
never giving an inch to a more highly
touted Hokies team.
BC did not depend on the offensive
output of any one player. Jackson, often
looked to as a scorer first and distributor
second, only contributed five points. On
most nights, that would spell out certain
defeat for the Eagles. Not this time.
With 10 players logging double-digit
minutes, everyone had something to
contribute. Joe Trapani poured ill 17
first-half points. Sanders collected nine
rebounds. Evan Ravcnel made the most
of his 16 minutes, grabbing six boards
and making several key hustle plays.
Even walk-on Nick Mosakowski got in
on the action, knocking down a three
late in the game.
Oh, by the way, Jackson? He had eight
rebounds and 11 assists. So much for any
complaints about his versatility.
"He was finding people,making good
passes," Sanders said of Jackson's play.
More importantly, he was proving
that he doesn't have to score in order to
be effective. Given the chance to act as
a true point guard and direct an offense
that played up-tempo for much of the
game. Jackson flourished. When asked
about Jackson's lack of points, Skinner
simply said, "Other people had more
opportunities to score."
Obviously, Skinner doesn't believe
it's necessary for Jackson to take over
every game offensively. He's perfectly
comfortable letting the open man take

Juniorforward Joe Trapani broke out of a shooting slump yesterday, propelling BC to an insurmountable lead with 17 points in the first half.
By Timothy

Jablonski

For The Heights
Ask any Boston College fan to name
some of the most memorable games in
recent Eagle men's basketball history,
and inevitably Tyresc Rice's 46-point
outburst against North Carolina two
will be among the first games
mentioned. As it should be. Rice put on
a shooting performance for the age's that
day and very nearly carried the Eagles to
victory. The key word in that sentence,
though, is nearly. Despite Rice's superhuman effort, the Eagles were unable to
seasons ago

earn the "W" against the more versatile

Tar Heels.
That game is the one that Eagle
fans should consider when they complain about Rakim Sanders' or Reggie
Jackson's inability to consistently be
"the man" for this squad. One great
player will not be able to win games by
himself in the ACC. Not to do any disservice to Rice, an all-time BC great,
but college basketball teams don't need
a 25-point-per-gamc scorer in order to
be successful. Rather, they require cohesion and the ability to play as a focused
unit with the same goals in mind. They

need to play the way BC played against
Virginia Tech yesterday night.
The Eagles gave us a tantalizing taste
of their potential against the Hokies,
outplaying their opponents in every facet
of the game. They outrebounded them by
21. had 14 more assists, and, not coincidenlally, outscored them by 20.
"We really have seemed like we have
a little more understanding of purpose
collectively," said head coach Al Skinner.
"Guys arc doing what they are supposed
to do, particularly [on] the defensive
end. On the offensive end, [we] had some
good execution and some good looks."

the shot, and he trusts anyone in his
10-man rotation to make it. That open
player has a better chance of making any
shot than a double-covered Sanders or
Jackson.
BC's willingness to embrace the notion that any player can step up and
make critical plays has been a long time
coming. Its commitment to that belief
may well determine its fate next season,
as the team's nucleus of juniors will be
playing its last season in Conte Forum.
If they make the effort to play like they
did tonight, next season's crew should
yield greater results than the wildly
inconsistent 2009-2010 team.
For those fans out there still wishing
for the next Rice or Troy Bell, just keep
in mind that a phenomenal player can
never individually make a team great,
but a phenomenal team can make any
player look great on any given night. \u25a0

rhythm
Basketball, from AlO
turn the ball over, and because of that,
we could put the ball in the basket. It's
when we put the ball on the deck and
over dribble is when we get ourselves into
trouble. There's a time and place lor that,
but if it's not there, then the ball has to
move. There were times this year when
the ball would stay in one place, and that
was unhealthy for us."
In non-BC fashion, the Eagles avoided
the stagnant flex offense for almost the
entire game. With its outside shooting
in sync, BC forced the Hokies to respect
the perimeter game, leading to a strong
offensive game in the paint. The Eagles

shot

over

50 percent from the field and

over 43 percent from behind the arc, while
also outscoring Virginia Tech in the paint,
38-18. Joe Trapani led with 17 points, all
in the first half, while Rakim Sanders
scored 15 points, recording his I,oooth
career point in the second half.
"The outside shooting was what created the difference in the ball game,"
Skinner said. "The difference in the
margin today was clearly our perimeter
shooting. The reason that we won by 20
is that we made our perimeter shots, if we
don't make those perimeter shots, then
1 think we have a much smaller margin
of victory."
For the first time in a long time, the
Eagles' team effort was the means to
their success.
"I've talked about us playing together
as a unit, helping each other out, being
supportive, and more importantly, being
forgiving to each other when a mistake
is made," Skinner said. "I thought at
times that we pouted this season, and
because of that, it lingered. Mistakes are
still being made, don't get me wrong, but
I think guys are trying to correct it and
help each other and are also willing to
take responsibility for that.
"I think our play has improved, and I
feel a lot more comfortable with this team
and where we are than I have previously
this season." \u25a0

UMass, UNH stand between BC and first place
By

Adam Rose

For The Heights
As many Boston College students depart to
Cancun, the Appalachian region, or even just back
home, the BC men's hockey team will wrap up its
season with three key games as it makes a run lor
the top spot in the Hockey East. Despite 14 goals
in the last two games, head coach Jerry York wants
to keep his foot on the accelerator down the home

stretch.
"I told our guys that we had a four-game tournament at the end of our schedule," he said. "If we
win it, we get a nice big trophy."
Currently, the Eagles sit in second place in the
Hockey East with a 14-8-2 record, which places
them a mere two points behind New Hampshire.
Before the Eagles can tangle with the Wildcats,
though, they must face off against the UMass Minutemen tomorrow inside Conte Forum.
York's club has traveled to Amherst twice this
season and returned victorious on both occasions.
The Eagles have outscorcd the Minutemcn, 10-2,
in these games, including a resounding 7-1 victory
on Feb. 5.
UMass, which sits in seventh place in the Hockey
East with an 11-13-0 conference record, will rely on
the strength of its two forwards, James Mareou and
Casey Wellman. Mareou leads the Minutemcn with
43 points on 10 goals and 33 assists, while Wellman
has scored 19 goals to go along with his 17 assists.
Mareou also scored both of UMass' goals against
the Eagles.
"They [UMass) are kind of in a down year, but
they've still got two of the premier forwards in [the]
conference," York said.
The Eagles' goaltcnders have played phenomenally against UMass this season. Parker Millncr
notched 23 saves in their first meeting (a 3-1 win
on Dec. 4), while John Muse recorded 16 in the
7-1 rout.
"For the first time in a long time, we have two
high-caliber goalies," York said. Milner holds a 2.30
goals-against average and is coming oil'two straight
wins over Merrimack and Northeastern. Along the
same lines. Muse has lowered his average to 2.42
after bouncing back from hip hvjury last season.
After the UMass game, the Eagles gel a week to
prepare for a home-and-home scries with the topranked team in the Hockey East. The Eagles took
on UNH in Durham on Nov. 6 and tied 4-4.
BC held a 3-0 advantage after the first period
and a 4-1 lead after two periods, but it let the
Wildcats claw back into the game. With under a
minute remaining, UNH's Bobby Butler pushed the
equalizer pasl Muse, and neither team converted
in overtime.
All four of the Eagles'goals came on power-play
chances, finishing the fifth game of the year four for
five with a man advantage. The power-play unit for
BC ranks third among Hockey East teams and No.
12 nationally, as il has converted on 20.7 percent
of its chances.
UNH has held onto the top spot in the Hockey
East for most of the season, but York has seen his
team grow since that tie. "We've improved on all

ALEX TRAUTWIG
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BC has put 14 pucks past opposing goaltenders in the last two games. Led by Brian Gibbons, the Eagle offense will need to continue its seemingly unstoppable momentum.
facets of our game and become much more cohesive
as a team," York said.
In the month of February, the Eagles' offense
has exploded. They scored 36 goals this month to
their opponents' 11. "This stretch of games here,
we're moving the pucks very well, very unselfishly,"
York said.
Goals have come from a multitude of players, as
they have been quick on the ice and have not held
onto the puck too long. Brian Gibbons and Cam
Atkinson have each tallied hat tricks in one of the
last two games, while Chris Kreider has exploded
in the second half of the season, netting eight goals
in the last 10 games.

York hopes to continue that production against
UNH, which he describes as a team very similar to
BC. "They're quick and they're up tempo," York
said. "Also, they are strong in the net and strong
on defense."
UNH ranks second in goals for and against in
Hockey East play, both of which rank behind BC.
The Eagles have scored 91 goals and allowed only
5.5, while the Wildcats have netted 86 and yielded
66.
Friday's game against UNH will send BC back to
Durham, where the Wildcats play on an Olympicsized surface. "1 think there's a distinct home ice
advantage," York said of Whittemore Center, which

holds 6,500 rowdy spectators.
On the following night, BC will play them Saturday in Conte Forum, when many students may
not have returned from their vacations yet. "We'd
much rather have a large student turnout for our
last home game," York said. "But that's just the
way it works out."
Trailing by just two points with three games left,
the Eagles have their eyes set squarely on first place
in the Hockey East. If things go right for them.
they could find themselves on lop at the end of the

regular

season.

"It's a goal we scl very early on." York said. "To
win the Beanpot and then win Hockey East." \u25a0
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EDITORS'PICKS
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Standings

The Hockey East regular season title
will be on the line next week when BC
and UNH go at it. Baseball looks to
keep the momentum going, while the
basketball teams round outtheirACC
schedules. The question ofthe week:
Who will win gold in men's hockey?
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BC notes

Recap from Last Week

Paul Sulzer

Last week was quite possibly the
worst weekin picks history. We went
3-17, with only Paul's pick of the
men's basketball team and Zach and
Maegan's pick of the baseball team
saving us from an 0-fer. Let's pretend
that never happened.

16-9

Maegan O'Rourke

15-10

Zach Wielgus

14-11

Heights staff

12-13

Men's Hockey
Duringyesterday's game against Merrimack, Boston College
announced the members of its All-Decade Team as voted on by
fans at hockeyeastonline.com.
Scott Clemmensen and Cory Schneider were selected in net.
Mike Mottau, Brooks Orpik, Rob Scuderi, and Andrew Alberts
were chosen for defense.
Brian Gionta, Ben Eaves, Ryan Shannon, Patrick Eaves,
Brian Boyle, and Nathan Gerbe were voted in for the forward

Guest Editor:
Hilary Chasse

position.
The voting for the Hockey East All-Decade Team is ongoing.
The team will be announced during the Hockey East tournament
at the TD Garden in Boston on March 19-20.

Opinions Editor

"IcanhazWildcatz?"

Fencing
Zach Wielgus
Sports Editor

Maegan O'Rourke
Assoc. Sports Editor
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This Week's Games
Men's Hockey: Boston College

vs. UNH (series)

split

Baseball: Wins in the Aubum Classic (three games)

Paul Sulzer
Asst. Sports Editor

Split

Hilary Chasse

I

Split

Opinions Editor
unh

2

2

1

2

Men's Basketball: Virginia at Boston College

BC

bc

bc

bc

Women's Basketball: Boston College at Miami

Miami

BC

bc

BC

Olympics: Men's Hockey Gold Medal Winner

Canada

USA

USA

Canada

Examining the curious case
Mike D'Antoni had to do it with
the Kiiieks earlier this season
when he didn't have the personnel to play a "Seven Seconds or
Less" style or better yet to win
basketball games ? so he slowed
the pace down. Now, head coach
Al Skinner seems to be adjusting to the style of his herky-jerky
playmaker, Reggie Jackson, who
he inserted into the starting
lineup Saturday against UNC.
The message: The pace is going
to pick up, and Josh Southern
might get left in the dust.
Tallying only eight minutes
of action, Josh Southern did his
best to record a "trillion" (not
record a single stat) by missing his only two shots, while
committing three fouls and one
turnover against the Tar Heels.
This stat line has become far too
familiar during the second half
of the season.
At the beginning of the season, it appeared that Southern
was going to be an essential part
of the Eagles' plans this year. He
averaged 10.5 points per game
over the first six games, but he
hasn't scored in double figures
since then. He's only once played
20 minutes once since the new
year began, and has a total of
three points and two rebounds in
BC's last five games. It's tough
for any team to be successful
while getting that type of involvement from a starting player.
When Rakim Sanders went to
the bench with his early season
injury, the Eagles started to
change up their pace with Jackson as the primary ballhandler.
The team took on a more frantic
-

Brad Zak
Josh Southern saunters up
and down the court, establishing himself as the gentle giant
of Chestnut Hill. Despite his
6-10 stature, Southern often
disappears on the court and
now might find himself the odd
man out of the Eagles' rotation.
Eagles fans, who love to root
for the former four-star recruit,
might now have to accept the
phasing out of a center whose
ability hasn't caught up with his
role on the team.
As a starter on a tournament team last season, Southern
provided adequate contributions as, usually, the fifth scoring
option on the floor. He averaged
six points and five rebounds per
game in just around 20 minutes
per night. Not exactly Chamberlain-type numbers, but that
wasn't what the team needed
him to put up. He provided 12
key points in a tough win at
Maryland last year, as well as 12
and 13 points, respectively, in
late-season wins against Georgia
Tech and Virginia.
Southern found comfort in
being the modest big man who
stepped up when no one really
expected anything. Yet, sometimes, coaches must change their
styles to fit the players they have.

By Timothy

tive, because while the Eagles
were attacking, they got to start
their offense closer to the basket
when they were forced to set up
in half-court sets. Translation:
closer looks to the basket, as

Trapani and Raji were afforded

good looks around the
elbow.
Southern only played eight
minutes, but whenhe was on
the floor, it looked as if Reggie
was forced to carry a piano on
his back. He may have a more
polished post game than Cortney
Dunn or Evan Ravenel, but the
athleticism of the latter two big
men allowed the Eagles to play
at the pace they found most
many

Last weekend, the Boston College men's squash
team competed in the College Team Nationals
tournament. Known as the Chaffee Cup, the Eagles
earned the eighth and final seed after garnering a final regular season ranking of No. 40 in the nation.
In the opening round, the team faced off against
first-seeded Kenyon College. BC's Teddy Taylor
battled through an illness to
seniors went out on top. Pasquale
win his match in four games.
"We definitely have a
won in three games, Harrington in
With the match on theline and
four, including a pair of tiebreakahead.
bright
the serve in his hand, Taylor
ers, and Katz once again won
needed a medical timeout beWe're returning a lot
in five. Glennon also provided a
After
fore he could continue.
three-game victory, and Rosenblat
young kids who got to
gathering enough strength,
match for BC with a
clinched
his final serve won him the
play against some the win in fourthegames.
match.
The most exciting and conSenior co-captain Joe best players in the nation
tested match of the day was at the
Pasquale needed all five games
next year. I definitely
No. 5 spot. After dropping the first
of Iris match to earn a victory,
think we have a chance two games, Ortwein battled back
coming back from a 2-1 deficit
through shin splints and injuries
and overcoming his opponent's
to improve greatly"
to both knees, winning the next
superior reach through imtwo games to force a decisive fifth
peccable court control and
Max Ortwein,
game, which he went on to win by
fitness.
score of 11-6.
a
Freshman
Squash
Player
1,
BC's No. sophomore Josh
"He played like a warrior poet,"
Rosenblat, displayed some
Harrington said.
impressive acrobatics, reAlthough the Eagles won two of their three
peatedly diving across the court to reach balls well
beyond normal range, but it was not enough, as he matches, Kenyon took the pool with an unbeaten
succumbed in three games. BC ended the match record and advanced.
"We definitely have a bright future ahead," Ortwith a 7-2 loss, with Pasquale and Taylor providing
wein said of the team's prospects next season. "We're
the only wins.
returning a lot of young kids who got to play against
For its second match, BC faced off against fifthseeded Drexel. Rosenblat provided a dominant win, some of the best players in the nation next year. I
definitely think we have a chance to improve greatly."
dropping only seven points over his three-game vicIn their first season as a full team, the Eagles finished
tory. Senior Philippe Katz, junior Bill Glennon, and
ranked No. 37 nationally after starting the season
freshman Danny Gleason all notched wins as well.
The Eagles, however, did not surge past Drexel. near the bottom of the collegiate ladder. \u25a0

future

thrash

slash through open lanes, Corey
Raji to crash the boards while
the defense was out of position,
and Joe Trapani and Tyler Roche
to unapologetically launch open
threes while trailing the fast
break. The team struggled when
Sanders came back to the lineup,
trying to find its new identity,
but the North Carolina game
seemed to show in which direction the Eagles were headed.
Jackson was inserted into the
starting lineup for point guard
Biko Paris against the Tar Heels,
and the team started to take
on the persona of its new floor
general. UNC's undisciplined
defense allowed the Eagles to get
out in transition and permitted
each of their players to play to
their strengths. Unfortunately
for all you flex haters out there,
it did make the flex more effec-

Freshman Max Ortwein and senior player and coach
Christian Harrington both dropped closely contested
five-game matches. Heading into the final match, the
score was tied 4-4. Playing at the No. 4 position,
Taylor once again provided a dramatic four-game
win, clinching the match for BC.
"Teddy is the model of mental toughness, pressure just rolls right off of him," Harrington said.
In their final match, the Eagles played the seventh-seeded Haverford College. Inwhat was dubbed
senior day by the team, all three BC

Jablonski

of Josh Southern Eagles

style, pushing the pace, yet still
holding on to core elements of
the flex. It allowed Jackson to

Club squash reaches
national tournament
For The Heights

The Boston College women's fencing team won the New
England Collegiate Championship at Mount Holyoke College on
Sunday. The men's team placed second in its competition.
The women won 103 individual bouts over 15 rounds, including 39 of 41 bouts in foil. Jenna Colacino won gold in individual
foil, becoming the second straight BC fencer to take top honors
in the event. The foil squad was awarded the Vitale Cup as the
weapon squad with the most victories in the team round.
The men finished one victory shy of repeating as New England Champions, winning 86 bouts to Sacred Heart's 87. Peter
Sounders won bronze in the individual sabre.

Warriors
Hockey, from AlO
three assists while Gibbons had
a goal and an assist of his own.
Jimmy Hayes netted the seventh
and final goal of the game halfway through the third period to
complete the lopsided affair. By
the final whistle, the Eagles had
more than doubled the Warriors'

ALEX TRAUTWIG
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Junior center Josh Southern's skills haven't translated to the college court.
ing toward a high-speed attack,
Southern could be spending
more time with redshirted Brady
Heslip than with Jackson.

comfortable. The Eagles went on
to win the game with both Dunn
and Ravenel recording more
minutes than Southern.
The problem isn't totally
Southern's fault. He's worked
hard to improve his game, but he
simply can't be what he is not.
Jackson, Sanders, and Trapani
all tend to dominate shots, which
doesn'treally allow Southern to
establish his presence in a big
way. The big man from Michigan
was brought in to be a solid post
option in a consistent flex attack. Now that the team is mov-

As his minutes dwindle, the
writing might be on the wall for
Josh Southern. The big man who
has spent much of his career
playing in the shadows of others
might fade away completely this
time.

Brad Zak is a staffcolumnist for
The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.

Summer plans?
Look no further.
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shots, 42-20.
BC's offense was coupled with
great goaltending from freshman Parker Milner, who faced 17
shots, exhibiting what York called
"gritty defense." Merrimack had
some quality scoring chances.
The second period, in particular,
opened with a flurry of shots, but
Milner denied them all. He was
replaced by Chris Venti with 4:48
remaining in the third to deny him
the official shutout. Venti posted
three saves of his own.
Tuesday night's game was
reminiscent of Sunday's 7-1
thrashing of Northeastern inside
Conte Forum. Milner turned
in another solid performance,
stopping 22 shots, and Gibbons,
Atkinson's linemate, recorded a
hat trick.
"Tomorrow is a new day,"
Dennehy said. If the last 12 years
are any indication, however, future match-ups between BC and
Merrimack may end in a similar
fashion. \u25a0
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Eagles finally look comfortable
Here's the good news: The Boston College men's
basketball team crushed Virginia Tech last night.
The bad news: The Eagles
Borton Coltog* 80
still stand at only 14-13, and
Virginia Tseh 60
their only chance of making the NCAA tournament is if they win the ACC
tournament.

Regardless, the Eagles proved last night what
they are, and always have been, capable of truly

achieving this season. In stunning fashion, BC
crushed the now 21-6 Hokies, 80-60. Just a week
ago, the Hokies appeared on the verge of breaking
into the Top 25 before losing consecutive games to

Duke and the Eagles.
As a team, the Eagles were unstoppable in all
facets of the game. From points in the paint, to field
goal percentage, to defensive effort, BC showed
the promise that fans and experts alike expected
all season. For the first time, it played a game as a
cohesive unit.
"I'm pleased about our overall team effort," said

head coach Al Skinner. "We seem like we have a little
more sense ofpurpose and understanding collectively, [and] I am talking about all 10 guys together.
"I don't know why it took us so long to get to
this point, but we've arrived and the guys are doing
what they are supposed to do, in particular on the
defensive end. In the first half, that was really the
difference in theball game. We defended extremely
well [and] rebounded the ball well."
Defensively, the Eagles played perhaps their most
impressive game all season. BC held Virginia Tech
to 31 percent shooting from the field, and a lowly 13

percent from behind the arc. When holding its opponent under 40 percent from the field, BC is now
7-1 on the season. The Eagles even dominated on the
boards, outrebounding the Hokies, 49-28.
FVom the outset, the Eagles never trailed, crediting most of their success to 15-2 run to start
the game and having the ability to sustain the lead
throughout the game.
"We had really good execution, good ball movement, and good looks," Skinner said. "We didn't

See Basketball, A
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In only his second start of the year as point guard, sophomore Reggie Jackson contributed a career-high 11 assists in the win overVirginia Tech, which is the Eagles' second win in a row. BC shot 50.9 percent from the floor in the game.

Hockey decimates Merrimack
Matt Rossman

For The Heights
Since October 1997, the Merrimack
Warriors have left Conte Forum with
a win exactly zero times. That's right,
zero.
Despite entering Tuesday's match-up
against No. 7 Boston College (19-10-2,
14-8-2 Hockey East) on a five-game win

streak and fighting for the eighth
and final spot in
the upcoming Hockey East tournament,
Merrimack (13-16-1, 10-12-1 Hockey
East) was once again ousted by the Eagles, this time by a score of 7-0, thanks
to a hat trick from Cam Atkinson. BC
now improves to 21-0-2 at home against
Merrimack in its last 23 games.
"They played well and we didn't,"
said Merrimack head coach Mark Dennehy.
BC did play extremely well, netting
four goals in the first period alone, two
of which came just over a minute apart.
While Merrimack unraveled early,
the team opened the game appearing rather strong. In the first minute,
Chris Barton raced down the ice 'on a
breakaway, but missed the net. It was
not until 8:24 into the game when Atkinson went top shelf, netting his first
goal, that it was the beginning of the
end for the Warriors.
Steven Whitney followed with a goal
of his own at 9:33 off the rebound from
a shot by Pat Mullane. Then, at 11:19,
Brian Gibbons scored a goal from behind
the net. Intending to throw it in front of
the net, Gibbons inadvertently bounced
the puck off the back leg of Merrimack
goaltender Joe Cannata, and it trickled
into the net. With just over one minute
remaining in the period, Matt Price
scored a shorthanded goal on a break

lorton Colin* 7
Mtrrlmack
0

-

capitalized on the power play with
three minutes to go before second
\u25a0intermission to push the Eagles' lead
to 5-0. The sophomore added his final
goal
the third on only four shots
just over three minutes into the final
period by stuffing the puck through
-

-

Braithwaite's legs.
"I've been shooting a lot of pucks in
and out of practice, and they're just all
going in," Atkinson said. "It's nuts."
Altogether, the seemingly unstoppable line of Atkinson, Gibbons, and
Joe Whitney combined for an impressive
eight points, as Joe Whitney dished out
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By

Matt Lombardi.
"We're on a pretty goodrun here, and
I think the first period is indicative of
how we have been practicing," said BC
head coach Jerry York. "We have been
very unselfish with the puck, and we have
made some very good hockey plays."
Down 4-0 after the first frame and
searching for any way to limit BC,
the Warriors replaced Cannata with
backup Andrew Braithwaite. Although
Braithwaite slowed the Eagle attack for
much of the second period, BC slowly
chipped away at the new netminder
with 17 second-period shots, eventually breaking him down. Atkinson

Sophomore Cam

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Atkinson notched hisfirst career hat trick in Tuesday's 7-0 romp over Merrimack.

INSIDE SPORTS

THIS ISSUE

Chasing a conference title
The Eagles have three games left, including
two against conference leader UNH
A8

Paul Sulzer
So much for that supposed power
outage. When Tony Sanchez and Mike
Belfiore were snapped up within the
first 50 picks of the MLB draft in June,

the Boston College baseball team
looked as if it would take a significant
step back from its most successful season in 40 years. But the Eagles scored
26 runs in their opening weekend series
against a good Tulane team, which goes
a long way toward erasing any lingering concerns that they won't be able to
drive in base runners anymore.
Last year's lineup was a nightmare
for opposing pitchers. The Eagles hit
.304, smashed 58 home runs, and piled
up 6.9 runs per game. The middle of the
lineup led the way, as Sanchez, Mickey
Wiswall, and Belfiore combined to hit
.313 and smack 39 homers.
That team had its weaknesses,
though. After going 4-1 in its firstfive
ACC series (excluding the Georgia Tech
series, in which two of the three games
were rained out), BC lost its last four.
The Eagles scored 54 runs in their last
12 ACC games, good for just 4.5 runs
per game. They relied on extra-base
hits to a fault. If they weren't finding
the gaps or clearing the fences, the
Eagles struggled.
The power dram they experienced
at the end of last year almost derailed
their season. There's an old baseball
cliche that pitching wins games, but
BC has to hit if it wants to avoid a
similar late-season swoon. The offense
was more outstanding than (if not as
consistent as) the pitching last season.
The Eagles have yet to prove they can
out-pitch teams. But, they have proven
they can out-hit them.

The curious case

of Josh Southern

As the basketball team figures out its identity, the junior
center may be on the outside looking in
A

9

away after receiving a nice feed from

At home, BC hasn't lost
to Warriors since 1997

An alternative power
Two new starters are trying to prove
they can out-hit the competition, too.
Matt Watson is a player that Wiswall,
BC's Ail-American third baseman, and
Mik Aoki, BC's head coach, have been
quick to praise. Watson was among
the players who auditioned to protect
Wiswall in the lineup over the winter.
Although he hit eighth for the three
games against Tulane, expect liim to
rise up the order if he continues his
early tear. The freshman catcher has
four hits in eight at-bats, including a
three-run homer.
One player has been even more
impressive than Watson a player who
totaled just six hits in 37 at-bats last
year, good for a .162 batting average.
But Anthony Melchionda is a different player now. The sophomore first
baseman caught everyone's attention
during the Bubble season when he won
the cleanup spot. With six hits in 15 atbats, Melchionda is batting .400 with a
home run and seven RBIs.
BC's best hitter, Wiswall, is actually
off to a slow start with three hits in 14
at-bats, but he does have a homer and
five RBIs. Wiswall has a smooth lefthanded stroke once he catches fire,
he's almost impossible to slow down.
Hitting in the three-spot with a pair of
table setters in front of him in Robbie Anston and Matt Hamlet, Wiswall
should break out of his mini-slump
-

-

soon.

If the Eagles do sufferfrom a lack
of pop in the middle of the lineup,
they can create runs more consistently
than they did in the past. The lineup is
deeper than it was a season ago, as BC
only lost Sanchez, Belfiore, and Barry
Butera among the everyday starters.
That could make the difference for
an Eagle offense that faded down the
stretch. Maybe now they have the staying power lo keep hitting throughout
the season.
Paul Sulzer is the assistant sports editor
of The Heights. He can be reached at

sports@bcheights.com.
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Editor's Corner
Not so
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secretly
a mess

Kristen House
So, I'll be blunt: The reason
behind popularity of Secret Life of
the American Teenager eludes me.
The show struck me as a desperate
attempt on ABC Family's part to say
to the 12 to 25-year-old age bracket,
"Hey, we can talk about sexual
intercourse, tool Aren't we hip?" The
vacant pout of lead actress, Shailene
Woodley, in the show's trailers prior
to its release in the summer of 2008
wasn't promising. How much mileage
could they even get out of this show?
Girl gets pregnant, has hysterical
breakdown, parents find out, and
things get resolved somehow, someway.
Out of boredom and genuine
curiosity, I tuned into the first couple
of episodes. They proved to be a
potpourri of wooden actors and \u25a0
over-the-topcharacters. Grace, the
first season's resident zealot, is set
up for failure as soon as she opens
her mouth, betraying marshmallow fluff-infused thoughts with an
annoyingly saccharine point of view.
I have a hard time caring later when
she believes the reason for her dad's
death is the fact that she chose to
have sex with Ricky, the resident bad
boy. There's an odd redefinition of
Catholic guilt for you.
Last time I tuned in, Molly Ringwald's character, Amy's (Woodley)
mom, was pregnant. That's when I
decided to let this fertility-happy clan
go merrily along with its awkward
public service announcements at the
end, without my viewership. Yet,
today I came across an announcement
from an LA Times blog that Secret
Life can expect a new guest star in
the near future. Who might this be?
No, it's not Lindsay Lohan making
her 20th attempt via ABC Family to
resuscitate her career {Labor Pains,
anyone?). Here are a few clues:
maverick. Hopey changey thing. You
guessed it! It's her kid, Bristol. Last
I checked, Bristol is bereft of any
acting experience, meaning she'll fit
in seamlessly with the cast of Secret
Life. What can we expect Palin's
character arc to include? The blog
reported "the episode, which airs this
summer, will feature Palin as a friend
of Amy (Shailene Woodley) attending
a music program for teen mothers."
Bristol, however, plans on playing
herself. No character name necessary
when you were standing behind your
mother at the Republican National
Convention with a baby bump.
Bristol's move to put herself front
and center as a poster child for teen
moms seems a little pointless at
worst, self-promoting at best. Wilt
the series refuse to sleep until they
get Jamie Lynn Spears to sign on for
a guest appearance later in the year?
The biggest problem is that the show
saturates viewers with talk of sex in
generally silly premises. Sure, there
are important messages woven into
the story every now and then about
the importance of communication and
safe choices. More often than not,
though, it gets mired down in overanalyzing the crap out of every sexual
innuendo and relationship problem
until the whole show looks farcically inane. Also, Secret Life! Enough
with the obnoxious overstatement
of love there is no way that Amy's
nerdy boyfriend Ben would think
about proposing marriage as a young
high school boy. Stop juxtaposing
supremely adult situations with these
immature, petty character sketches.
As for Bristol? Well, Palin's appearance strikes me less as a decision
to promote awareness about teen
pregnancy (I think the show has really
driven the point that this exists home
already) and more like a capitalizing
move to jumpstart her "career."
Whatever that entails. I wouldn't be
at all surprised to find out she has
champagne wishes and caviar dreams
at the ready. I suppose it could be
worse, she could have signed on for
a Lifetime original movie with her
-

-

mom.

If only a network could corner a
market on a show that is informative
without being in-your-face preachy,
and not relying on Gossip Gir/-esque
promiscuity and shock value. Now
that would never have to stoop to
asking Bristol Palin to be a poster
child.

Kristen House is the Arts & Review editor for The Heights. She can be reached
at arts@bcheishts.com.
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It's midterm season, and the stress is palpable. Under gray skies, the campus shivers
k
with trepidation. Not even the approach
of spring break can fully alleviate the
severe anxiety brought on by essays,
sleep deprivation, and those eight
\u25a0L cups of coffee you consumed before
11 a.m. Luckily, the Internet will pro| vide. As tragedy rips a nation apart,
I artistic collaboration presents both
aid and creative stimulation. From
I the depths of the recession, a simple
solution emerges. And when you
think you just can't take it anymore,
pause to remember the greatness the
Olympic Games can inspire. So stop
spending those valuable Chocolate Bar
V bucks, chuck that study guide into a singlestream recycling bin, and tune in to one of
these uplifting video opportunities:

I

B

ARTS EVENTS CALENDAR
OFF CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS
BOLD

WORDS, LOUD TONGUE
Vandy Cabaret Room, 6 p.m.

CITIZEN COPE
Paradise Rock Club, 8 p.m.

ASIAN JOURNEYS
McMullen Museum

OUTERNATIONAL
Great Scott, 9 p.m.

CARIBBEAN ART
Burns Library

BLACK EYED PEAS
TD Banknorth Garden, 7:30 p.m,

ASIAN JOURNEYS
McMullen Museum

ON THE DROP

ASIAN JOURNEYS

FLOGGING MOLLY
House of Blues, 6:30 p.m.

McMullen Museum

Harper's Ferry, 8 p.m.

FAULTY CONSCIENCE
Midway Cafe, 8 p.m.

IWe

Are The World 25 For Haiti. This remake of the
1985 classic "We Are The World," written by Michael
Jackson and Lionel Richie, was released durihg
the opening ceremonies of the Vancouver Winter Games
in Vancouver. The video incorporates footage from the
aftermath of the recent earthquakes in Haiti and includes
several prominent artists, including Justin Bieber, Lil Wayne,
Celine Dion, Pink, Enrique Iglesias, and Fergie. Wyclef Jean
assisted as a producer and sings parts of the song in Haitian
creole. As an added mood enhancer, the' proceeds from each
download of the video also go to benefit Haiti.

2

Bert the Broker. This new classic from BroBible.com promises to draw viewers away
from reality. Bert Breakfast is the ultimate
Bro-man, confidently air-LAXing his way through the
adult world. His attitude toward the recession is one
I would love to take toward my midterms. "There's a
recession out there, but me and my friends, we just
refuse to participate." Bert will also reveal his family
secrets for picking up girls and, more importantly, how
to survive with only six hours of sleep per week.

3

2010 Winter Olympics Video Blog #4. This
video, produced by Clay Imoo, not only manages to truly exemplify the difficulty of David
Foster's "Winter Games," but also provides some first
class entertainment in the form of his eight-year-old
son, Sean. Taking it upon themselves to chronicle the
2010 Olympic Games, father and son splice their way
to victory. Watch as Sean gets a separate take to say
each of the speed skaters' names, and Clay plays his
rendition of "Winter Games," which we can only hope
is as tough as he says it is.

Craig, king of
late night

BC TUBE

The

landscape of late night TV looks pretty
rough at the moment. Jay Leno is licking
his lips in anticipation of his return to The
Tonight Show, Conan probably spends his
evenings crying over what could've been in the
year 3000. Jimmy Fallon continues to display his
hosting ineptitude on Late Night, but at least the
show gives the Roots a suitable platform for their afro rock. Throughout this ordeal, toothy
Dave Letterman sits back, laughs, and toasts to his primetime prowess on The Late Show.
Yes, late night television lacks a certain essence it held during the golden age of TV, the age
of Johnny Carson and Ed McMahon. A lone glimmer of hope remains in late night host Craig
Ferguson, though.
Ferguson, a Scotsman by birth, hosts The Late Late Show, CBS's answer to Late Night.
What Ferguson does, though, is magic. He takes a show lacking in resources, a show with
nothing, and turns it into a riotous, yet thought-provoking, hour of late night programming.
Ferguson earned the gig in a most peculiar way, though. When Craig Kilborn unexpectedly
turned down a contract renewal as host of the show in 2004, CBS began the search for a
suitable replacement. The franchise started only 10 years prior to this point, so no big names
were drawn to the project. Besides, the network gave Letterman carte blanche to nix its
choice if he chose, so the decision was basically Letterman's.
In conjunction with the American tradition of competition, CBS took its top four candidates
for the position (D.L. Hughley, Damien Fahey, Michael lan Black, and Ferguson), and had them
each host a night of the show. Ferguson was the critical, populist, and, most importantly, Letterman choice, and easily earned the job. Ferguson had filled many show business archetypes
as a struggling musician, a musical theater nerd, and observant standup comic in Europe
before making his way to the States to work on The Drew Carey Show. Before the host gig,
he spent a period of time being "that guy" on VHI 's popular / Love the franchise.
Despite his Renaissance-man qualities, few expected Ferguson to make a splash in the
late night market. He overcame several obstacles, though, to come out as the winner of the
time slot. For instance, due to budgetary constraints, The Late Late Show has no band, the
only show of its kind on network television not to have one. Rather than make use of canned
music, though, Ferguson chooses to rely on his European wit and convince viewers that a
band does, in fact, exist. His multiple references to his absent band reveal not any ill will
with CBS, but rather his ability to mine comedy from the uncomfortable.
His humor possesses a self-effacing edge that rips on the idea of typical talk show hosts.
He prefaces his monologue with the title, "cheeky, stream-of-consciousness monologue,"
something so witty and European that only Ferguson could properly pull it off. This European
swagger, or lack thereof, I suppose, allows him to take risks that other hosts couldn't. He and
his writers never pre-write jokes. Everything is done off the cuff. He makes use of a hand
puppet in every show. Only in the world of Being John Malkovich could puppets seem so hip
and humorous. Just last Monday night he took a page from original Late Late Show host Tom
Snyder and held a show without a studio audience. He and his guest, comedian Stephen Fry,
sat in armchairs, sipped on coffee, and shot the breeze for an hour. It felt candid, fresh,
and entirely human.
That humanizing element may be what makes Ferguson a particularly great host. Of course,
the show is brash, comedic, and goofy, but he's not afraid to get serious. He eulogized both
of his parents on the show after their respective deaths, and even held a show dedicated to
guest Archbishop Desmond Tutu. He's got gravitas, class, and clever jokes.
He's a steal for
CBS, and we're lucky to have him.
I guess we should thank David Letterman.

ASIAN JOURNEYS
McMullen Museum

SPARKS THE RESCUE
Middle East, 1 p.m..
HOWIE DAY

Paradise Rock Club, 7 p.m.

Chris Dewey's
Curious childhood:
Teenagers, mutants & ninjas

Chris Dewey
Smart marketers know that it
is profitable to appeal to more
than one demographic whenever possible. For instance, the
Discovery Channel and the BBC
knew that they could attract
both nature lovers and potheads
when they created Planet Earth.
Growing up, one of my favoriteshows attempted to reach four
very distinct markets. I'm talking
about a show that wanted to
appeal, all at once, to teenagers, mutants, ninjas, and turtles.
While some may contend that
the mutant market was never
properly tapped, there is no
denying that the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles franchise was an
extremely successful pillar of
1990s pop culture.
The TAINT brand dates back
to the carefree time when the
American public thought violence
in children's media was just
swell. Though the Turtles made
their debut in a series of much
grittier comic books, most will
recall the cartoon series that
ran from 1987 to 1996. The four
pizza-addicted turtles each had
their own distinct personality
and colored headband: Leonardo
(blae) was the leader of the
group, Donatello (purple) was
the science-oriented inventor,
Michelangelo (orange) was the
party animal, and Raphael (red)
was the badass rebel. Each turtle
also had a unique weapon (that
was rarely used) to fight against
the bogus menaces of Shredder, the Foot Clan, Krang, and
the bumbling duo of Beebop
and Rocksteady. Along the way,
they received abundant help
from Splinter, their rodent ninja
master, the hockey-mask wearing
Casey Jones, and mega-babe
news reporter April O'Neil.
Totally rad!
A successful trilogy of live action movies featuring the Turtles
was churned out between 1990
and 1993. For all the children
that ever wondered what it

would be like to watch their
favoritefoursome fight crime
in the real world while uttering
mild profanity, this was quite
the treat. Though the first movie
is unequivocally the strongest,
many fondly recall the second
installment, a film that features
a tubular cameo by the musical
virtuoso Vanilla Ice singing the
now famous "Ninja Rap." In my
mere 22 years in this world, I
have yet to find someone who
claims that TMNTIII, a film in
which the turtles time-travel
back to ancient Japan, is their
favorite of the series. If you are
out there, please let me know.
This bodacious franchise
was a dream come true for a
marketing department. Between
videogames, action figures, Pez
dispensers, lunchboxes, board
games, and bed sheets (just to
name a few), the Turtles and
their image could be applied to
nearly every children's product. Did children really need to
have a figurine of Michelangelo
dressed up as a Mexican bandit or
Raphael as an Olympic swimmer?
Apparently, many young capitalists and I felt our lives were
incomplete without them. Nevertheless, a lot of these products
were actually quite fun and still
have entertainment value today.
Anyone who has played Turtles
in Time for the Super Nintendo
knows what I'm talking about.
Luckily for us, the Turtles
have never quite vanished from
the realm of pop culture. In
2003, a new TAINT television
series premiered on Kids WB.
Though the show proved popular,
many fans of the previous cartoon program were unhappy that
the characters weren't as funloving, and instead, displayed
much tougher personas. Four
years later, another movie, this
time animated, was released.
Longtime fans were pleased that
the tone was more lighthearted.
Currently, there are plans for
another movie and TV series to
appear in the near future, so
don't expect this franchise to die

anytime soon. Cowabunga!
Chris Dewey is a staff columnist foi
The Heights. He can be reached a,

arts@bcheishts.com.

...

Darren Ranck is a Heights editor. He can be reached for comment at
artstsbcheishts.com.
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THE CLICHE OF TEN

i Heaventy songbird Robert Goulet, or rather Will Ferrell acting as Robert
I Goulet, once said, "You wouldn't hire a clown to fix a leak in the John. So
I why listen to these dubious ruffians without the chops?" In this case, the

Till! FORMULA FOtt BEST PICTIJKK
While the mid-winter Oscars buzz is a yearly inevitability, it's feeling
and sounding a little different this year. In the face of some of the
changes that have been made for this year's show particularly
the expansion of the Best Picture category
there is a resonating
note of skepticism. Yes, there are a few nominated films that fit the
typical Best Picture mold, but newly thrown into the mix are what can
most generally be dubbed blockbusters films that were successful
at the box office but wouldn't immediately be considered worthy of
the Academy Award. Even Up has been nominated, the first animated
film to be considered for the award since Beauty and the Beast in
1991. This begs the question: will these unconventional choices
be ignored, or do they, in their own distinct way, meet many
of the qualifications for the coveted Best Picture spot?
Looking back at previous Oscar winners, are there
patterns? Since I'm just the type of
nerd who eagerly awaits the Oscars, I'd like to
know what goes through Academy voters' heads fl
as they make that fateful choice.

I ruffians in question are the curmudgeonly oafs of the Academy of Motion

\u25a0 Picture Arts and Sciences. In its latest decision to swell the Best Picture
nominations from five to 10 films, the Academy has made the Oscars one
r' step lower from the Grammys a joke detached from any logical system
of merit.

-

I

-

?

-

t

PV

Beyond the backward logic of generating buzz,
the 10 nominations weaken the prestige of getting '
[ nominated in the first place. When a Hallmark movie
like The Blind Side, well-acted as it is, earns the same
I merit as The Hurt Locker, one of the most piercing and
\u25a0 innovative war films of the century so far, we should real| ize we have hired clowns as plumbers.

f

THE CURSE OF BEING A HOST
There were rumors that Sacha Baron Cohen was asked to do

I the job. Perhaps in the guise of Bruno, charging around the Kodak
Theater, sitting on James Cameron's lap and asking him if he's a
H Samantha or a Miranda. Or Borat, the questionable Kazakhstan!

J|

-

-

\u25a0 that works his way through the world, offending as many reliI gions, creeds, sexual orientations, and races as possible. A five
I hour delay probably would have had to have been enacted. It
I isn't surprising, therefore, that the producers of the 82nd annual
I Academy Awards dodged this potential grenade of a host and
I went for the elder statesmen, funny men Steve Martin and Alec

\u25a0

I

Baldwin.
The hosts of the Oscars are prime targets for bitter mockery

Pre-Oscar Buzz:
What does pre-Oscar buzz entail? Basically, it's
conversation all over blogs and discussion threads, tossed
around at dinner tables, pumped into commercials on entertain- V
ment channels. Who knows where it stems from, or if any of it
originally comes from a person who will help choose the winner
in the end, but, for some reason, it tends to be reliable. Looking back on the last 10 years, I don't think I've ever been too
surprised by the chosen Best Picture winner. Why? Because it had
always been part of the buzz. It was one of the ones that everyone was talking about. When Slumdog Millionaire won last year,
don't think a single person was surprised, simply because it had
merited so much attention upon its release.
What does this mean? Well, it means we can't do all that
much predicting. think most people would disregard The Blind
Side for its less-than-impressivecritical reception, but they
might be wrong. We might assume that such artistic films as Up
and Avatar won't be conceptual enough for the win, but was
Shakespeare in Love all that complex? And doesn't Avatar fit
into that same flashy-epic genre as Lord of the Rings! The only
doubtful picks in my mind though they might deserve it more
than the others are the two relatively unknown nominees, An
Education and A Serious Man, but who knows? At this point, all this
nostalgia has led me to just one conclusion: When it comes to the
Best Picture nod, anything's fair game.

I and pitying remarks. It is, in fact, a downright phenomenon. Take
I any celebrity who is literally rolling around in recognition and
I praise, put them in the Kodak Theater for a night, and they'll look

I

like it's their first ride around the roller rink. It's not exactly an
I enviable job agreeing to sign on as an Oscar host is pretty much
akin to signing on to be that guy who enters the Roman Coliseum
m because he thinks he'll finally be the one to triumph over the ravenl ous lion. You have to have a pinch of humor, pizzazz that isn't peppy
in an obnoxious way, or be Hugh Jackman, who can sing and dance his
troubles away long into the night, the epitome of classy old Hollywood
I for the modern set.
-

V

-

W

I

-
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An Acclaimed Director:
Since winning an Oscar is a director'* ultimate
goal, it would seem that many an award such as Best Picture would only go to a well-deserving recipient, someone
who, you could say, "earned it." It was no surprise when
Scorcese's The Departed won, and Clint Eastwood with
Mystic River in his back pocket was a deserving choice in
2005 with his Million Dollar Baby. But, looking back, this .
seems to be the exception to the rule more than the rule
itself, and, in fact, it has been more common recently for
new directors to win. Peter Jackson, though immediately
famous after the hysteria surrounding Lord of the Rings, had
little acclaim before the trilogy Now-celebrateddirectors like Crash director Paul Haggis and the Coen Brothers,
whose film A Serious Man, is nominated this year, did not
merit much fame until after their first win.

-

H
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Critical Approval:
Most people assume that the Best
Picture winner will be the film that managed
the best critical reception. Actually, looking
back over the last 10 years, this isn't necessarily
true. Though past winners like Lord of the Rings:
Return of the Kins, Slumdog Millionaire, and
American Beauty were best-rated among the other
nominees, that has not typically been the case in
recent years. A Beautiful Mind and Gladiator had
the second-worst average critical ratings among
their fellow nominees, and Crash had the worst
overall critical reception of 2006's nominated films.

Last month, in an interview with L.A. Times, Tom Sherak, president
of the Academy, asserted, "I know it's the oldest cliche in the world but,
by and large, if people are talking about you, it's always a good thing.
The move to expand the nominees has created an enormous amount
of buzz about the Oscars and the movies that are in contention."
Are the Oscars a forum to promote a cliche? Not when it's
allegedly the same venue of "the year's greatest cinema
as their mission statement reads. Are
the Oscars a publicity parade? The way ABC and E!
\u25a0 present it what with a Super Bowl-inspired weeklong buildup and the red carpet pre-show and the
incessant cuts to unenthused celebrity reactions
yes. But that's the media. When the Academy
itself becomes a form of media (by doubling the
\u25a0/ number of films it promotes), then we hurt the credibility of the whole show.

I
1

It will be interesting to see if Baldwin and Martin take the laissezfaire approach, only coming out for short comedic bits, or if they'll
attempt to dominate the show with annoying bits where they creep
in the audience and banter back and forth about how pretty George
Clooney is and how he'll always be a bachelor. How fresh! Such

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

excitement!
The amount of roles a host can fill is numerous: pincushion, sing-

i ing and dancing Ziegfeld Follies preener, 0r... the host that no one
of

I fricking likes. This could be great, or it could be

I

-

-

1

Vf
Be

a reenactment
their SNL glory in tuxes. A word to the wise Martin: Please avoid King
Tut impressions at all costs.

As far as Baldwin goes, can Meat Cat make a guest appearance if at
all

possible?
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Chronicles of campus Fashion: signs of
By

Spring

Jordan Mendoza

For The Heights
Like most people in this world, I couldn't

care less about Groundhog Day. Because of

the subject of this article (N.B. the title)
though, I figured I'd do some research
nonetheless. Turns out, Groundhog Day is a
complete lie not that I ever truly believed
the lowland-dwelling marmot / glorified
squirrel could defy our own climate technology. I guess I'm just disappointed because I
suspended my disbelief for a good 30 seconds
while querying the Web, only to find out
there are multiple groundhogs with conflicting results.
Among others, we have Gus, Queen Charlotte, Balzac Billy, multiple variations on Willie (God knows why), Punxsutawney Phil, and
the southern favorite, General Beauregard
Lee. Which is the true groundhog? Is there a
true groundhog? Does not the holiday's title
imply a singular, true, meteorologically-omniscient Jesus groundhog? False prophets
abound!
In any case, I have no clue how long this
weather will last, but I do know that we're
all feeling a little sick of it. Being as sartorially conscious as I am, I've grown tired of
my winter wardrobe, above all things. So
lately, I've been treading that very distinct
line between winter and spring, injecting my
oxfords with pink and yellow, wearing my
white canvas sneakers, or walking around in
swim-shorts when my roommate is in Bio lab.
This week, I saw a few distinct outfits that
resolved the tension between the desire to
feel spring and the reality of our New England
winter. Thankfully, no flip-flops yet.
-

Jordan Mendoza is a Heights contributor. He can be
reached for comment at arts@bcheishts.com.

On Emilie: Peeking beneath herwinter coat Emily wears
a J.Crew sweater capped by her aunt's mink collar.
The pants (Stella McCartney) with their cut exposed
seams, high waisted, airily-legged is something I
never really see around, especiallywith such a wash.
Clubmasters seem to be the "it" shade from this season
and will likely blow up in the coming months. They
succeed their tired cousin, the Wayfarer, which the
Joßros legion ran into the ground this past summer.
-

-

JustCackles

Kara Kaminski

Heights Senior Staff

I have to give some accolades to Ryan
Killiany, who is the real originator of this recipe,
though he may not want to admit it to others,
let alone the entire reader base of The Heights.
He discovered it during a summer kick of adding
orange zest to literally every recipe, and, finally,
he hit a winner. While I have been a proponent
of personalized additions to cookies through
past recipes, these are fantastic just as they
are (though Ryan will protest, claiming 1 cup of
craisins is a necessity). The consistency makes
cookies that are thick and chewy not only right
out of the oven, but for days after baking.
One thing anyone has to love about oatmeal
cookies is the one-bowl capability. Usually, dry
ingredients need to be stirred into the wet
mixture in portions, but because there are so
little dry ingredients to mix, there really is no
need. The type of oat does not matter. For this

-

-

week's batch, I used half microwavable quick
oats and half traditional oats, because that's
what was lying around.
The zest is the start of this recipe. I used
one of the genetically-modified monstrosities
of an orange that can be found in any dining
hall. It was incredibly juicy and had a great deal
of surface area to zest (though I probably got
a bit of pesticides, but let's not ponder that).
You can't get enough zest; most recipes call
for a teaspoon or so, but I love the flavor of
cinnamon, brown sugar, and orange.
The recipe makes about three dozen cookies,
and I strongly suggest a double batch. I know
my stock went in less than 24 hours, and I live
in an apartment of three. They are also cookies
you need to trust the timer on. They will look a
bit doughy when they are actually done, but if
you don't have faith, you'll end up with rocks
instead of chewy goodness. You can wait until
the edges brown slightly if you have doubts, but
trust at this point that the end has come.

Orinoco
477 Shawmut Avenue
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 369-7075

Hours:
Tues- Sat: 12 2:30 p.m.
Tues-Wed: 6-10 p.m.
Thurs Sat: 6 - 11 p.m.
Sunday: 11 a.m. 3 p.m.
Monday: closed
-

-

-

Orinoco's delicious Latin flavor is a steal
Jenw Liu
or The Heights

I

I

There are some restaurants that believe
outd easily charge a higher price for their
ood without customers complaining, and I
uspect that Orinoco may be one of them.
The entrance is set back in a thick curain, but once I fought my way through it,
off of sunny Harvard Street, I was faced with
a high-ceilinged room, cozy in its dimness,
with wooden booths. Old black and white
family photos, nostalgic and fading, stretch
upwards, and indigenous masks in bright
colors cluster against an exposed brick wall.
A long family tablesituated in the center of
the room, flanked by 10 robin-blue chairs,
subliminally suggests a grand family gathering. I could imagine the yells of children
fighting over fried, sweet plantains as the
. grownups sip cold, spicy mojitos. Lively
melodies of salsa and merengue ebb and
flow, becoming less noticable if there is food
resent in front of me, at that point in time.
Orinoco was conceived by Andres Branger,
a Bostonian who worked in marketing before
he followed his heart back to the Venezuelan
ranches of his childhood. Longing for the
arepas of the motherland and inspired by
taguaritas (small, casual eateries that populated the Venezuelan roadsides) he opened
Orinoco in the South End in 2003. However,
you do not have to venture that far for a
taste of Andres' memory Brookline Village
conveniently boasts an Orinoco of its own.
I can sum up the food at Orinoco in three
short words it is delicious. Of course, you
want to know why. Under the antojitos,
"little cravings," section of the menu, you
will find datiles, which are bacon-wrapped
dates. The perfectly succulent bacon generously hugging the dark sienna fruit oozed
an almond filling, perfectly completing a
harmonious marriage of sweet and savory
the kind of marriage that lasts forever.
These tiny bites, which came in fours, were
gone far too quickly, and I fervently wished
that I had an entire order to myself. "Little
addictions" woutd be a more accurate classification.
If the mozzarella sticks at Boston Col-'

R

-

Ingredients
1.5 sticks of room temperature butter (preferably unsalted)
1 cup of brown sugar
1 large egg
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Zest of 1 orange and the
juice of half
3/4 cup of flour
1 11 teaspoon of salt
1 11 teaspoon of ground

On Leslie: I asked Leslie to pose after she picked up
fabric in the Cabaret Room for Slam Fashionation.
Beneath a classic bomber jacket,Leslie wears a
hand-me-down Ralph Lauren jean shirt from her
mother and a light-weight cheetah print taken
from the dollar-per-pound at the Garment District
which she later cut herself. Impressive!

BITE OF BOSTON

Desrt: Zesty

By

On Kelley: A simple trench is a classic piece
and something I suggest everybody (not just
streakers) invest in. What's great is that you
can just wrap yourself in it and not really worry
about anything else. I caught Kelley after lecture,
spotting her in the weary black and navy sea
seatedbefore me. Her coat'svibrancy drew me in
a total relief on such a dour, overcast day.

Cooking Instructions:
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
2. Mix butter and sugar until smooth.
3. Add egg, vanilla extract, zest, and juice and mix.
4. Add flour, baking soda, salt, and ground cinnamon
and mix.
5. Stir in oats.
6. Portion cookies with at least one inch spacing and bake
for 12 to 14 minutes

cinnamon

3 cups of oats

___________

?

-

lege late night dining had dreams of ambition, Orinoco's tequenos con queso were
what they might ache to become. Guayanes cheese, imported from Venezuela, is
encased with fried, flaky dough and served
with peppery, chipotle ketchup. The outer
crust was light and crispy, while,the guayanes was mild, yet dense. Most of the sass

came from the ketchup, a class far above

Heinz.
Very soon, the empanada verde made
its entrance. It took a second to locate its

whereabouts, as the empanadas were shadowed by the large heaping offresh green
salad tossed with sundried tomato vinaigrette and crumbles of goat cheese. Even so,
the flavor of these empanadas was not to be
underestimated. Resembling turnovers, each
empanada was madefrom plantain dough
and stuffed with wild mushrooms, piquitlo
peppers, and manchego cheese. The main
event, the sentimental dish of Venezuela,
arepas, then seized the floor.
Arepas are made from a special cornmeal, patted into a dollop the size of a
small burger, and filled with everything from
cheese, j>eans, and avocados, to grilled flank
steak, mojo-marinated pork, and stewed,
shredded beef. The arepa mechada, overflowing with Venezuelan-style stewed shredded beef and bits of onion, was moist and
perfectly complemented by a citrusy sauce.
The meal ended on a mediocre note
with a cold, custardy quesillo, traditional
Venezuelan flan with caramel. The flan was
too stiff, but that was easily Ignored with
my mind still being a few courses behind,
languishing over the bacon-smothered dates,
and the rich, tender arepa.
Getting to the point...

Transit: Available on mbta.com
Travel Time: 10 minutes
Affordabillty: Moderate
Atmosphere: Casual
Food Quality: Excellent

.'\u25a0\u25a0
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Music
Swedes suffer identity crisis In 'Work'

IN
NextW

may be. Adam Olenius' voice never conveys the
Heights Staff
feelings behind the words, stripping the work of
its authenticity. He is not the only one to blame,
Swedish quartet, Shout Out Louds, have a however, for the tepid atmosphere of the songs.
name that conveys excitement and energy, and The musical backdrops Olenius is given to
work
on their first two albums the band lived up to this with are never particularly interesting in their
own
expectation. The group's 2005 debut, Howl Howl
right, and the group's mastery of arrangements,
Gaff Caff, was a brilliant pop record, and Our 111 demonstrated on its previous two albums, is not
Wills, their 2007 sophomore album,
fully present.
showed signs of maturity and musical Out of a rating \u25a0\u25a0
Work does* have bright
exploration. So, it is a disappointspots, but there are not
of 10, this
ment that Shout Out Louds turned
enough of them to make it
album scores %^
to complacency for its most recent
an interesting body of music,
album, Work. It's not a bad album; in
and the veryj good songs? never
fact, it doesn't have a single bad song. Rather, the become great. "Four By Four," a song oddly
problem on Work is a lack of memorable songs.
reminiscent of 1990s pop-rockers Toad the Wet
Shout Out Louds chose to work with Phil Ek for Sprocket, is one of the album's strong points.
Work, a decision that almost any label executive Olenius sings the song's chorus with the sense of
or manager would have a hard time arguing with.
determination the lyrics convey, and a mixture
After all, Ek has a very impressive indie-rock reof sparse piano with increasingly busy drums
sume, having recently produced breakout albums adds flare to the musical backdrop. While "Show
for The Shins, Band Of
Me Something New" is
Horses, and Fleet Foxes.
initially boring and emoThere is no disputing Ek's
tionally bland, the group
genius, but it seems as
adds layers of guitars
though Shout Out Louds
and synthesizers to build
might have been better
a strong pop song that
off without him. Sure,
he brought out James
Mercer's energetic folkpop for The Shins and
helped hone the signature vocal landscapes of
Fleet Foxes, but for Shout
Out Louds it seems he has
a soporific effect. The dynamism and quirk of their
earlier work is snuffed
out, and the group is left
with dull pop songs.
The biggest problem
with the record is its
The Shout Out Louds do
emotional ambiguity. It's
the opposite of making
pleasant enough to listen
it look easy on their
to, but it does not move
newest album, Work, a
the listener in any way.
follow up to their 2007
One almost should not
sophomore album, Our
have to listen to a song's
111Wills dashing the
lyrics to tellwhether or
not the song is happy or
infallibilityof their body
sad, but on Work they
of work.

fl^
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is unfortunately buried towards the end of the
album. The group also plays with arrangements
here, relying on only sparse bass, vocals, and
drums for the first few choruses before returning
to an ever-changing combination of guitar lines
for the verses.
"The Candle Burned Out" is the album's best
song, and probably the only one with any staying power in the mind of the listener. There are
a number of reasons why this song is good, but
it does almost everything the rest of the album
does not. Olenius sings in a falsetto, allowing him
to capture much more emotion than his fallback
chest voice. The intro and first verse are subtle,
but provide the perfect starting point for the
song to build until the atmospheric guitars and
dynamic drums create a climax for the bridge and
the end of the song.
Shout Out Louds are a talented band, but not
to the point where everything they do is great.
Work sounds like it was named after what it felt
like to make this album, and is a collection of
mostly uninspired, generic rock music that sounds
closer to The Fray than anything else. Despite all
of this, there are good songs on the album, and
they provide hope that the group can return with
a stronger effort for its fourth record.
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certainly are required to
get a sense of the driving
force, however weak it
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Merriweather channels the depths of his soul on 'Love'
By Anthony Cuneo

For The Heights

Many have been waiting in eager anticipation of the
U.S. release of R&B / soul singer Daniel Merriweather's
debut album, Love and War.

Already a resounding success at Out Of a rating
the number two position atop of 10, this
U.K. pop charts, Merriweather
a , bum scores
now hopes to win over an American audience with his soulful blend of punchy vocals
and polished instrumental. There has been a lot of
hype surrounding the U.S. release of Love and War,
partly because of the accolades the album has received
from what seems like every British publication in existence, but also because of the project's extensive
involvement with international super-producer Mark
Ronson. If Merriweather follows in the footsteps of
the other artists Ronson has taken under his wing (Amy
Winehouse, Christina Aguilera, and Wale only begin
the list), he should be the biggest R&B singer on the
planet by next week. But wait, let's not get ahead of
ourselves. After all, this is America, the birthplace
of Motown. Does the blue-eyed, sandy-haired native
of Melbourne, Australia really have the chops to be
considered alongside all-time greats like Lou Rawls
and Marvin Gaye?
Vocally, the answer is a resounding yes. Merriweather's voice is rock-solid, punching out lyrics through the
lower segments, and with good enough range to belt
out the high notes. This range is showcased by the
impressively arranged instruments. At one moment,
Merriweather's voice can be rough and languid, brooding over an emotional guitar riff, and it can be light
and airy as it flutters over a short little piano segment.
It is safe to say that, on this album, Merriweather hits
all the notes.

However, where Merriweather falters tremendously is lyrical content. While the first track, "For Your
Money," paints a fairly compelling picture of a languid,
beaten-down New York City, others such as "Red" and
"Could You" are repetitive, and at times, manifestly
unoriginal. Most of the album is
composed of break-up stories
and love ballads, themes which
we've all heard a thousand times
before. "Cigarettes" laments the
plight of a man reeling from a
break-up with his girlfriend. "Chainsaw" agonizes over
the tortures of a destructive relationship. Cut. Copy.
Repeat. The number two single on the album, entitled
"Change," espouses the type of tired social criticism
that, at this point, seems tailor-made for parody. The
chorus vaguely implores, "Ain't nothing gonna
change if nobody's gonna wake up and start
askin' who's in charge. "Aside from a passing
mention of inefficient cars, the entire song
is devoid of a single substantive criticism.
If a social message can be extracted from
this song, it is hardly enough to make up for
the crass marketing tactic of featuring the
lone rapper on Love and War, Wale, to make
Merriweather's attempt at speaking for the
urban poor seem less fraudulent.
This homogeneous lyrical content that
anybody could have written but, more importantly, that no one can really object to,
is indicative of a frustrating pattern that has
emerged in the wake of the heavily commercialized music of the 2000s. The basic
message is, "say what you want, but if you
want to sell a lot of records, don't say too
much." A review from prettymuchamazing.
com concedes that the lyrics do not stand up

to close scrutiny, yet the review still lauds the album
as "great background music." That, to me, is a pretty
depressing sentiment. It implies that as an audience,
we no longer listen to music closely enough for anyone
(musicians and reviewers included) to really care about

the lyrics.
In spite of its clear lyrical deficiencies, the album
provides a pleasant listen. The truth is that Merriweather has a phenomenal voice, and that voice
is complimented by an equally competent arrangement of funky, soulful music. He may not say much
in his songs, but he knows how to say it. This brand
of polished, sweet-sounding REtB is likely to appeal to
many, and Merriweather's album could achieve the
same recognition in the United States that it did in
the United Kingdom.

Daniel Merriweather
produces a strong
vocal performance
on his newest album,
Love and War, but his
lyrics leave much to be
desired. Despite botched
collaborationswith guests
like Wale, Merriweather
capitalizes on his
powerhousepipes.

Campus
Literary goofball-genius George Saunders performs standup
"There is no such thing as a character. There
is just a sequence of sentences," said George
Saunders, sporting a blue floral shirt and tie and
sitting at the head of the table. The uproarious
author of short story collections Pastoratia, In
Persuasion Nation, and the essay collection The
Braindead Megaphone graced Boston College
with his presence at two events on Monday: an
afternoon colloquium on writing and an evening
reading.
In the mid-afternoon, student writers, English
professors, and giddy fans with their paperbacks
ready for signing crammed around the mahogany
conference table of the Hovey House library to
soak in Saunders' wit, passion, and illuminating
insight on writing. The author, a Chicago native
and current professor at Syracuse University, began with his back story. He studied engineering
and worked jobs as odd as slicing cow fat open
before realizing his interest in writing. Though
he only fielded a half dozen questions, Saunders
somehow expounded on each question for 15

minutes, gesticulating like a physical comedian
with his entire body, shifting from gruff Chicago
accents to holier-than-thou nun impersonations,
and conjuring an onslaught of obscure, yet wondrously fitting, literary allusions.
Throughout the
colloquium, Saunders spilled offbeat yet profound
wisdom on how to
master the craft
of writing. When
a student asked
how he formed
stories, he asked
the crowd, "When
you're in a pinch
in real life, how
do you act?" Saunders explained
that, with amateur
writers, the tendency is to capture the moment
with the typical emotion. If a character attends
a funeral, the novice will have the character
.

By Zak Jason
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

merely cry. As Saunders has found through his
intense interest in people, most people, do not
act so simply. The writer alluded to a scene from
Tolstoy's The Death of Ivan llych, at a funeral
where all the
character can
think about is
how to avoid
passing gas
audibly. To become a better
writer, Saunders reasons,
we must really
question what
we think about
and why we act
the way we act
in emotional
moments.

Perhaps the
most illustrative
and perplexing logic Saunders explained was
that he doesn't create characters. He says he
focuses only on language, incessantly pruning

and reading sentences aloud, and characters
emerge out of the sentences. What's so startling
is that Saunders crafts some of the most charming, touching, and tragic characters present in
any fiction today.
Such characters came to life at night when
Saunders read to a teeming crowd in the Irish
Room of Gasson Hall. After an introduction from
new BC professor and former Syracuse colleague
Chris Buseau, Saunders asked, "Is BC a laughing
school?" The crowd laughed. "Okay," he continued, "I'll read a story. But if the laughing stops,
I can read this little 400-page anthropology
book. It's really breezy. It's about legumes."The
crowd warmed to his story, "CommComm," a
zany tale from his short collection In Persuasion
Nation about a cast of bizarre and delusional
governmental workers. Unlike most authors
who tour with their works, Saunders doesn't
just read, he performs his art. Implementing
effective pauses to let the cackling subside,
performing in a half dozen distinctive voices,
and beginning an animated digression on erections, the reading just overflowed with humor
and humanity.
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Reforms neededforflawed system

ONflipTsHidEe

Ethan Stevenson

THE ISSUE:

The United States, though one of the world's richest countries, has more than twicethe
number of gun-related fatalities than similar developd nations. However, the Constitution
also states that all citizens havethe right to bear arms. What should gun control In this country look like? Are the present controls In place now enough, or should more be done?

America's violent crime
puzzle can't be solved by any
miracle legislation. As much as

politicians fight about the best
their wands, no one
has all the right answers. Most
likely, implementing a combination of social crime theories will
best serve the public, but interest
groups keep many issues off the
table. Tragically, gun control
finds itself among the taboo,
way to wave

Stricter control is no solution
who are most affected. It varies by state, but the average
person will have to go through
One mistake that is so often a permit process, pay ever-inmade in debates is seeing others creasing fees, get fingerprinted,
as we see ourselves, believing that and submit to a background
check to obtain a gun, and then
everyone is like us and has had
similar experiences. I have never they are subject to regulations
shot a real gun and, to the best of regarding when, where, and how
they may use it. Meanwhile,
my knowledge, Ihave neverknown
a criminal may take the legal
anyone who keeps a gun in his or
her home. This is also true for my route to obtaining a gun, but
will most likely not bother. They
roommates who, like me, come
will acquire a gun illegally, thus
from densely populated suburban areas, safe communities not forgoing the entire regulaTory process, and
too different from
Furthermore, there then use their
Chestnut Hill. For
gun illegally to
these reasons, it
is no
link inflict harm on
has always seemed
surprising to me between gun-related others. For this
reason, a majorthat anyone would
and the ity
want to own a gun.
of Americans
strictness gun
believe that
However, the Namore regulations
tional Rifle Ascontrol.
would not be efsociation (NRA)
has nearly 4 million members. fective, but that better enforceWhere do these people five? Why ment of current laws would help.
are they so passionate about preTo this you might say makserving the right to own firearms? ing guns completely illegal
would solve the problem. If
We must ask these types of questhere are no guns, criminals
tions before we jump to conclusions, and try to truly be open to
can't get them and no one else
thinking about diverse opinions needs a gun to defend themand experiences. Only then can selves. In a perfect world this
we begin to reach a consensus on
might be true, but we only need
to look at the drug trade in
gun control.
First, a distinction must be
this country to realize that just
made between the various types
because a substance is illegal
of guns and their uses. Rifles
does not mean people canare purchased for hunting and
not obtain it. Guns, like drugs,
sport shooting, and most of
are circulated through underthe public recognizes that it is
ground networks that cross all
reasonable to possess one of
country boundaries and which
these guns as long as owners are
law enforcement continually
sure to keep them secured and
struggles to control. In the case
away from children. Hand guns
of a complete ban, criminals
will find ways of obtaining guns,
are more controversial because
they are most often purchased
while all law-abiding people
for protection. In rural areas
will be left unable to defend
where it may well take half an
themselves.
Furthermore, there is no
hour for the police to get to your
house, having a gun may be an
definitive link between gunimportant means of security for
related fatalities and the
strictness of gun control. It
many people. In fact, 19 percent
of people living in rural areas
is easy to assume that guns
claim to be NRA members, aclead to violence, but wouldn't
most criminals, if they wanted
cording to studies done by the
group. A number of handguns
to take someone's life, find a
way to do it with or without a
are owned by women, who want
them for protection. Legally obfirearm? One principle from
taining a gun and keeping it for
statistics is that just because
purposes of self defense without
events A and B are both hapusing it to harm others is a right
pening, one event does not
enumerated in our Constitution. necessarily cause the other.
The problems only emerge when Politicians in Massachusetts
any type of gun is misused. In
believe there is a correlation
the case of a criminal, he or she
between the State's tough gun
is deciding to use a gun specificontrol laws and its low murder
cally to harm another person's
rates. Yet, neighboring Maine,
innocent life. Who of the
New Hampshire, and Vermont
abovementioned groups is most
have some of the most lenient
affected by gun control laws? It
gun control laws in the counis the good, law-abiding citizens
try, and their murder rates are
Kirstin Anderson

definitive

fatalities

of

lower or comparable to those of
Massachusetts.
A report by Congress on
foreign gun laws found, "From
available statistics, among the
[27] countries surveyed, it is
difficult to find a correlation
between the existence of strict
firearms regulations and a
lower incidence of gun-related
crimes. In Canada, a dramatic
increase in the percentage of
handguns used in all homicides was reported during a
period in which handguns were
most strictly regulated. And
in strictly regulated Germany,
gun-related crime is much
higher than in countries such as
Switzerland and Israel, which
have simpler and / or less restrictive legislation."
Guns do not actually create violence, they just provide
one with the means of carrying it out. It would be wise to
consider underlying societal
factors that influence the rate
of violent crime. Inner cities
are in bad shape with prevalent
gang violence and a failing war
on drugs. Popular celebrities
like 50 Cent glorify violence
and guns, while, most recently,
Lil Wayne was charged with
violating gun laws. Bringing
down the rate ofgun-related
fatalities could not be solved
simply by increasing gun

controls, which would disproportionately burden the most
well-meaning people.

Kirstin Anderson is a guest columnist
The Heights. She welcomes
comments at marketplace®

for

bcheights.com

usually only popping up in conversation after catastrophes like
school shootings.

However, the American
firearm system is broken, and it's
a tough one to fix. A statement
the American Bar Association
asserted, "There is probably less
agreement, more misinformation,
and less understanding of the
right to keep and bear arms than
any other current controversial
constitutional issue." Almost all
gun owners are law-abiding citizens, but a small minority could
destroy plenty of lives if tighter
laws and stricter enforcement
aren't implemented. To keep all
citizens safe, Congress needs to
readdress this issue, mandating background checks for all
weapon purchasers and outlawing all unnecessary weapons like
assault rifles.
In spite of some conservative opinions, the cliched adage
is true the Constitution is a
living, breathing document. "A
well regulated Militia, being
necessary to the security of a free
State, the right of the people to
keep and bear Arms shall not be
infringed," it reads. The world's
leading military superpower
does not need any semblance
of a well-regulated militia,
but the amendment's meaning
has developed. However, other
amendments have morphed over
time; although the drafters
intended for the establishment
of a clause in the First Amendment to protect religion, one
could argue that it's used in the
opposite way today. In 2008, in
District ofColunibia v. Heller, the
Supreme Court proclaimed that
-

wouldn't pass either, bud."
Gun laws currently in place
need stricter enforcement.
Leaders have effectively lowered
militia." The amendment needs
crimes in some ofAmerica's most
modernization, but that cannot
dangerous cities by following
come through backwards manibroken windows theories and
fest destiny.
Continuing in Heller, Justice cracking down on small crime,
Antonin Sealia opines that an and law enforcement should do
the same. Seatindividual has
the right "to use
should grab ing firearms violations like grafthat arm for trathe political third
fiti or dumping
ditionally lawful
purposes, such rail by the horns, and will only lead
more crimes.
as self-defense
Republicans need to to
Weapons crimes
within thehome."
Gun ownership break the conservative deserve just,
for self-defense
catechism that is the mandatory
minimums that
does not effecsupport unlimited other nonviolent
tively protect
drug violations
the owner. In an
gun owner rights.
receive. The gun
article published
in The New England Journal of lobby has grown preposterously
Medicine, Arthur Kellerman and strong, to the point where the
Donald Reay's research shows that current gun law has gone beyond
a gun in a home is 43 times more individual freedom and endanlikely to kill a family member or gers American citizens.
The call for reform has fallen
friend than a harmful intruder.
The complex debate between on the deaf ears of Washington
whether gun control affects crime legislators. Conservative pollster
rates won't be resolved by either
Frank Lutz surveyed 832 gun
selectively matching up different owners, 401 of which were NRA
correlations and arguing causation members, in a survey commisor trading tit for tat anecdotes
sioned by Mayors Against Illegal
from both sides. Guns don't do Guns. A surprising 69 percent
anything but hurt or threaten to of the card carriers supported
do so, and their exchange needs closing the infamous loophole,
to be highly regulated.
but the powerful gun lobby has
muted the issue's overwhelmCurrently, gun show loopholes prevent background checks ing public opinion against it.
for every firearm purchase. The Most gun owners don't present
"loophole" refers to the fact that problems, but the gun laws that
federal law allows private sellers allow the dangerous ones to slip
(those who usually sell firearms through the cracks do. Hunters
at gun shows) to sell guns without
are more responsible consumperforming a background check. In ers than those who buy ground
"Gun Show Undercover," an Octobeef at the grocery store once a
ber 2009 report on illegal firearm week. Reform should grab the
sales, commissioned by New York political third rail by the horns,
City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, and Republicans need to break
private investigators show the the conservative catechism that
terrifying discrepancies in the is the support of unlimited gun
system. Each investigator acted owner rights. It doesn't take a
as a buyer and told the dealers
genius to realize the danger of
that theyprobably couldn't pass a guns, especially if Washington
background check. Nineteen of 30 decides to laxly regulate their
dealers failed to refuse to sell the usage.
firearm (as by law they are required
to do if they know the buyer won't
Ethan Stevenson is a senior staff
pass a background check), and columnist for The Heights. He
one dealer even told the investiwelcomes comments at marketplace©
gator that it was fine, "Because I
bcheights.com
the Second Amendment protects

an individual's right to bear arms
"unconnected with service in a

Reform

of

JACK KURTZ / AP PHOTO

Although the right to bear arms is granted by the Constitution, the issue continues to be hotly debated.Last year, a protestor brought a gun to an anti-Obama rally.

Jobs, schools, and environment jeopardized by Olympics
Olympics, from 810
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The environment khas sufferedfrom
the huge construction projects that Canada has undertaken as a result of the Olympics,including
???;?????.

CHARLIE RIEDEL /AP PHOTO

highways and setup for events.

gles to pay all of the costs. Signs
of a lack of funds emerged when
the Olympic Athletes Village needed a bailout from the provincial
government. Vancouver Mayor
Gregor Robertson said that the
$1 billion, project after the hedge
fund Fortress Investment back
out is "a bitter pill for taxpayers
to swallow." Mark Cutler of the
Olympic Village Development for
VANOC lamented, "What ended
up happening was that the city
became a bank for private-sector
development." In the Vancouver
public school system, about 800
teachers with less than five years
of seniority have received letters
informing them ofpossible layoffs
in the future. Trustees reported at
a board meeting that the district
faced a $17.5 to $36.3 million
shortfall for the upcoming 20102011 school year.
Mayor Robertson hopes that
the 21st Winter Olympics will
improve the downtown eastside
neighborhood of Vancouver, one
of the most impoverished areas
in Canada. Yet, as athletes within
the village enjoy their free food and
new housing, homeless shelters a
few blocks away report a surge.
Carol Martin, a social worker
among the poor, objects to the
way Olympic organizers moved
homeless people out of the way
for construction projects. "The

Bid Committee promised that not
a single person would be displaced
due to the games," she claimed.
Some people are indignant
about the lack of transparency
in the budget for the Olympics.
Seth Klein, the director of British
Columbia's Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives, told reporters,
"To date, the public has received
inadequate information about
the costs and benefits of hosting
the Winter Olympics. We've basically done [the] government's
job for them." Still, the entire
operational cost of $1.76 billion
was supposedly raised from nongovernmental sources, including
auctions of broadcasting rights
and sponsorships. The total cost
is estimated to exceed CAD $6
billion. Furthermore, the audience of the Winter Olympics has
declined since 1994. Klein says,
"The Olympics have too often
been pitched as having miraculous
economic powers. They do not.
Like all public policy choices, they
come with benefits and costs, and
will require trade-offs."
The question of the effect of the
Olympics on the stagnating British
Columbian economy is still up in
the air. While there will probably
be long-term benefits to tourism,
infrastructure, and security forces,
there could be an unbearableprice
to pay for Canadians. One thing is.
sure, though-the Canadian team
won't go home without gold. \u25a0
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Editor
Marketplace Editor

Will the $17 billion Jobs bill
have any effect on creating

new jobs for the economy?
Is the "new" healthcare

plan the White House
recently unveiled a game-

changer?
What should be the

Five Republicans voted
for it I'll call it a winner

regardless.

Not really, they are just
trying to broaden support
for the bill. Which
difficutt.

wije

Sitting through the acting

punishment for Toyota's
neglect?

job of Tom Cruise WW
Last Samurai.

Is Stanley McChrystal right
in asserting that Afghanistan will get much worse
before it gets better?

It's going to get much
worse before it gets better,
then ifs going to get much
much worse.

7

Swineflu

f

Michael Saldarriaga

Keith Van Kuller
Marketplace Staff

At least the paper needed

v

for all that cash will stimulate the lumber companies.

Universal health care
divides Democrats and
Republicans no matter in
what form it appears.

Assoc. Sports Editor
Assoc.

The debt is already at $10
trillion, what's another $17
billion?

Yes, but it may not be
immediate, just like the
Recovery Act.

Maybe. Let's see if it can
make it out ol the Senate.

It's moving closer to what
Republican>«aot, so yes.

If interested, contact marHetplaee@bGlieißhts.coin
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It sounds like the General
wants to leave the brutal
Afghan desert for Bora
Bora.

. McChrystal is making sure
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Ail of the defective Toyotas
should be burned In a

Maegan O'Rourke

Graphics Editor
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Danny Martinez

Are you a believer?
Someone who likes to blog
about ideals?
THEN WRITE FOR OUR
MARKET-PLACIN' RLOGS!

Washington and the public
don't expect gumdrops or
sugar plum faries, because
that's not happpening.
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It's inevitable that it will
get worse, but the war will
ultimately be successful.

did not match last year'sfears

Political Belief

American dream

still resonates today

Olena Savytska

MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ

/

AP PHOTO

Though the HINI vaccine has been widely distributed in the United States, such as to thischild in San Francisco, many students have neglected to have the vaccine.

Swine flu, from 810
FluView noted that the overall
number of cases have been generally declining, but the flu is an
unpredictable virus, and there
could be a spike of cases in the
coming months. Furthermore,
Medical News Today reported
that current HINI research has
determined that the virus has
subtle differences from seasonal
flu, including the ability to infect the lungs and be transmitted through the eyes. However,
the majority of cases are mild,
with symptoms similar to those
of seasonal influenza.
This is mostly information
we already know. Out of all the
commotion and fear-mongering press this virus got, it was
easy to figure out that this flu is
much like the regular flu, except
a little worse. Was it really

the United States is 36,000, of
which 90 percent are aged 65
and above. This year, there have
been 2,498 confirmed HINI
deaths, though estimates put
that number closer to 17,000. I
have two problems with these
estimates. First, the World
Health Organization (WHO)
and CDC both recommended
that severe cases offlu that

can HIV/AIDS-related deaths
per year, out of two million
globally. I don't know of any-

required hospitalization or re-

despite the frenzy
of media attention (or perhaps because of it), turned out
not to be as awful as everyone thought. I don't mean to
belittle the thousands dead,
especially the young children
who don't deserve such a fate,
but the overall impact of the
swine flu even if we take CDC
estimates as true - is relatively
tame compared to the outlandish summer projections of up to
90,000 deaths.
Last spring, many students,
my cousin included, made last
minute changes to spring break
plans because of swine flu fearmongering. It's unlikely the

necessary to scare people into

sulted in death should be tested
for swine flu. Second, the WHO
reports at least 15,921 deaths
worldwide. Granted, it seems
fair to assume that flu-related
deaths are underreported,
probably by a very large margin
in developing countries, but
that means that if someone suffering from flu-like symptoms
in the United States died, it's
likely they were tested for the
HINI virus. Perhaps I'm missing something in the estimation

getting their flu shots? Let's
check the numbers. According
to CNN, the average number of
flu-related deaths per year in

technique.
To put the data in perspective, Avert, an international
charity, reports 12,000 Ameri-

body that has ever regarded
HIV/AIDS as anything but
a pandemic disease, not to
mention the fact that, next to
cancer and even heart disease,
AIDS-related deaths seem few
in number.

What

I'm getting at is that

swine flu,

-

virus will have the same impact
this spring. If you're heading
to Mexico this week, HINI is
probably the least of your concerns. Despite overwhelmingly
cynical press, it seems the virus
may not have been as bad as it
was projected to be.
After hours of scouring
Google for swine flu statistics,
the skeptic inside me feels
vindication, but only slightly.
Despite all of the wildly inaccurate projections, countless
hours of fearful news reports,
and the conspicuous silence in
the last few months, the CDC
and its expert analysts seem to
believe that another swine flu
spike is possible in the coming months. For me, that's
enough to be concerned. So I
plead with you Mexico-bound
collegians: please get the HINI
vaccine before you leave. It may
make a difference.
Alex Cohen is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments
at marketplace@bcheights.

Attorneys exercised "poor judgement"
Waterboarding, from 810
upon personal dignity, in partic-

ular humiliating and degrading
treatment."In the context of the
GenevaConventions' vague text,
Yoo and Bybee argued that they
were not violating international
law with their interpretation of
torture.

The report, which was supposed to be released in November before experiencing
numerous delays, has received a
mixedresponse. Democrats have
criticized the decision as being
too soft, while Republicans have
praised the acquittal of Yoo and
Bybee. Meanwhile, the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
has suggested that the Justice
Department conduct a criminal

investigation.
ACLU attorney Jameel Jaff'er

said, "I don't think that anyone
can fairly read those facts and

conclude that these lawyers did
anything other than construct
a legal framework intended to
authorize the torture of prisoners."
The partisan divide in response to the torture memos
highlights the political nature
of the Justice Department's accusations. Alternative interrogation techniques, once accepted
as legitimate by the Bush administration, are now considered

illegal by the Obama administration. As Jolvn Yoo himself notes,
"This case is far more important
than just me. What it really
involved was people trying to
use criminal law, trying to use
etliics rules, to fight out policy
disagreements." Representative Lamar Smith, R-Texas,
echoed Yoo's sentiments and
told reporters, "It is important

that future

government lawyers

know that their efforts to protect

Americans will not be criminalized by future administrations."
Opponents of the memos claim
that Yoo and Bybee violated objective moral and international
laws against torture, while supporters argue that they merely
provided a counter-definition
for a vague and misunderstood
action. In the current polarized
and partisan political climate in
Washington, it is unlikely either
side will back down.
JohnYoo and Jay Bybee, once
threatened with legal trials and
permanent disbarment, are now
free from punishment. However,
they have not been fulDy exonerated. The Justice Department
did criticize their judgment,
and President Obama has firmly
denounced the interrogation
techniques, like waterboarding,
Cor which they provided legal
justification.

The

controversy over

treat-

ment of detained terrorists
remains fiercely partisan, with

both sides unwilling to back
down. It encompasses past
orders, such as the torture
memos;present policy disagreements, namely the trial of Khalid
Sheikh Mohammed; and future
action like the proposed closing
of Guantanamo Bay.
In the current toxic political
environment, where a simple
jobs creation bill provokes party
bickering, the conclusion of the
torture memos investigation has
only further inflamed ideological
disagreements.
The Justice Department's
ambivalent response, which
neither convicts nor absolves
the memo's authors, has done
nothing to solve the root problem. Waterboarding continues
to be a contentious issue, and
President Obama still has not
fully confronted it. \u25a0

I am an immigrant to the ,
United States. When I was 10
years old, my family came to this
country in search of a better life,
like millions of immigrants who
have come to the shores of America over the years. What is the
essence of the American Dream,
that "something special," which
kindles American patriotism and
draws people from all over the
world to the United States?
Walter A. McDougall argued
that the United States was inaugurated as an example of "civil
and religious liberty" without
equal in the Old World. Alexis
de Tocqueville meticulously
documented various aspects of
politics and civil society in the
early years of the nation's existence, fascinated by its experiment in democracy. Interestingly,
DeTocqueville noted that, "Religion [is] considered as a political
institution which powerfully
contributes to the maintenance of
the democratic republic amongst
the Americans." Across religious
denominations, DeTocqueville
found a commitment to liberty
and equality among the clergy.
The morality that religion instills
into the private lives of individuals, he argues, is transmitted to
the public sphere. In this spirit,
Governor John Winthrop encouraged the people of Massachusetts to aspire to the ideal of "a
city upon a bill." For the young
nation, liberty is a God-given
blessing, earned through adherence to a moral code prescribed
by religion.
Thus, the people of the
United States have ingeniously
reconciled religious liberty
with the presence of religion
in politics. At the heart of this
union is the belief that America
is a "New Israel" destined to be
"a light to other nations." The
journey of the pilgrims provides
an appropriate backdrop for this
American legend. Having escaped from religious persecution
in the Old World, the Puritans
see the hand of Providence guiding them to their Promised Land.
The Thanksgiving celebration
memorializes their gratitude to
God for their ability to survive in
their new homeland. In the press
of the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, God is credited with
major American victories, such
as those of the Revolutionary
War and the Civil War. Today,
although Americans are less
likely to publicly credit Divine
Providence with the blessings
they enjoy, America nevertheless
remains a "Promised Land" of
liberty, prosperity, and equality
to individuals around the world.
The almost magical allure of the
United States, enduring throughout the centuries, seems to affirm

its unique status in the world.
America's superbly complicated immigration policies serve
to attest to the appeal of this
country. The moving stories of
immigrants who passed through
Ellis Island are stories of difficulty, perhaps even humiliation, but
ultimately gratitude and relief a
sense of having reached home. In
1783, Erza Stiles remarked that
the United States was an "experiment of every man's reaping the
fruits of his labour and feeling his
share in the aggregate system of
power." It seems that this experiment has worked out well. Today,
doctors from India and China,
scientists from Russia, and artists
from Latin America often find
better opportunities for personal
growth in this country. They
know that their hard work will
be rewarded here, and that they
will find a niche in this diverse
country of immigrants. America
promises to them a freedom to
be what they are, and to do what
they do best.
Those who were born in the
United States, on the other hand,
most often feel that they are
fortunate to live in this country.
To this day, Americans enjoy the
town halls and civic associations
that DeTocqueville marveled at.
To this day, they hold magnificent
celebrations during Thanksgiving
and Independence Day. Americans take an exceptional pride in
volunteering their time for good
causes and in donating to charities. Thousands of troops defend
American interests abroad. Some
U.S. citizens may even feel that
immigrants do not have a place
in this unique nation, as they will
never be able to fully appreciate the strength and beauty of
its traditions. Such beliefs are
reflected, in part, by the late
Samuel Huntington, who felt that
the large influx of newcomers
from Latin America in the past
decades poses a threat to the
so-called "native" population of
the United States white, AngloSaxon Protestants. Nevertheless, immigrants and refugees
continue to flock to the United
States, bringing with them thenhopes and fears, their talents and
-

-

passions.

The moral commandments of
this "chosen country" are, perhaps, more strongly binding than
those of others. Yet they serve
to give the diverse population
of the country a strong common
ground, a certain American-ism.
Americans are expected not to
Utter on the streets, to be courteous to neighbors and passerby,
to work hard, and to pay taxes.
Americans are expected, of
course, to value their lives in this
clean, courteous, law-abiding,
and charitable country. In return,

they enjoy the protection of the
laws, a decent quality of life, and
the recognition of their abilities and merits. It is not a bad
bargain.

OLena Savytska is a staff columnist
Heights. She welcomes
comments at marketplace®
bcheiyhts.com.
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International Insights

Jobs to build parts for nuclear reactors outsourced
Binh Nguyen
The United Steelworkers Union
(USU) has alleged that the U.S.
government's plan to build two nuclear
reactors in Georgia will outsource jobs
that should instead go to American
workers. This is a strong reaction to
Obama's recent approval of an $8.3
billion loan guarantee to help the
Southern Company and two partners
build twin reactors in Burke County.
The loan guarantees were licensed
by the Energy Policy Act of 2005. The
money for the reactors is taken from
the first award of $18.5 billion in loan
guarantees from the act. However,
Obama has suggested tripling the
amount this month. If the reactors are
finished and generate profits, borrowers will pay back the banks and
give a fee to the federal government in
exchange for the guarantee. If the borrowers default, the federal government
will reimburse the banks. The chance
of default is high, given that long negotiations over how much the fee should
be also have delayed the loans.
President Obama, attempting to
bolster his administration's performance on unemployment, said that the
government-backed plan would attract
more investments and create more
jobs. United States Secretary of Energy
Steven Chu said it would create 3,000
construction jobs and 850 permanent
jobs. New nuclear power stations were
also expected to help reduce green
house gas emissions and develop new

energy resources. However, Carl Pope,
executive director of the Sierra Club,
skeptically observed that the loan
guarantees might alleviate clean energy
and climate legislation problems, but
believed that nuclear power was not a
long-term solution in reducing the gas
emissions due to global warming.
It should also be noted that
Obama's decision was made at a time
when increasing competition in the
international nuclear power market
threatened the position of the United
States. Even though America has
the highest number of nuclear power
plants in the world, both old oppo-i
nents, such as Japan and France, and
growing countries, such as South Korea and India, are developing quickly
in this area. However, the fastestgrowing nuclear power industry in the
world is China. William P. Poirier, vice
president of Westinghouse, a company
that designs nuclear reactors' central
components, oversees the company's
Chinese operations. He told The New
York Times, "China is moving very aggressively in all of the areas of clean
energy clean coal, wind, solar, and
nuclear."
The official objection to the government proposal came when Leo
W. Gerard, the international president of the USU, sent a letter to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
which oversees the safety of nuclear
reactors. Gerard expressed concerns
about the potential foreign outsourcing component for the reactors, saying
that it does not help the United States
from solving the high unemployment
rate. He also worried about the safety
issue raised by substandard quality
if the parts were made in China, the
world's largest manufacturer. Thomas
M. Conway, vice president of the USU,
did not agree that American taxpayers
-

have to bear the burden of loan guarantees if that would ship jobs overseas.
"Ifwe're going to start shoveling a
lot of money at nuclear, and nuclear
is part of America's plan to get less
oil-dependent, then we need to build it
ourselves," Conway told reporters.
Building nuclear reactors would
generate jobs abroad because the
reactors' central components including the reactor vessel and part of the
steam generators, which are giant near
exchangers can be acquired only
from steel mills in Japan and South
Korea. Only these two countries are
internationally certified for the job.
Westinghouse said the company is
considering design changes that, if
adopted, would make American steel
makers eligible for contracts. It is notable that even though Westinghouse
is based in Pittsburgh, it is ownedby
Toshiba, a Japanesecompany.
Nuclear power is a global industry. Since most reactors' designs are
developed by foreign companies or
foreign-owned companies, and some
components are manufactured only
outside of America, many global
nuclear power industries view Obama's
nuclear investment plan as an opportunity to make profits from the growing
U.S. nuclear market. The French press
thought that AREVA and other certificated French nuclear power developers
would gain from this decision. Japanese nuclear power companies did not
only see the plan as a chance to gain a
share of the U.S. market, but also predicted that the construction of the new
U.S. nuclear reactors would generate
more competition in the global nuclear
power market.
Despite the objections from the
USU, the advantages of nuclear power
are so overwhelming that Obama's
nuclear investment plan should be
-

-

TOBY TALBOT / AP PHOTO

Obama approved a plan for the parts of two Georgia nuclear power plants to be built overseas.
carried out as an alternative to clean
energy. Even though billions of dollars
have been put into renewable energy
resources, both solar and wind energy
account for less than 5 percent of
electricity production in the United
States. On the other hand, nuclear
power constitutes about 20 percent of

the electricity generated nationally.
We need clean, reliable, and affordable energy. Nuclear power is the only
answer.

Binh Nguyen is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
marketplace@bcheights.

Candidates in governor's race propose ways to cut costs
sial Boston Central Artery Tunnel
Project, better known as the "Big
Dig," wore on. As secretary of
A&F, Baker advised his superiors
to borrow large amounts of money
backed by the state's high bond
rating to provide further funding
for the Big Dig. Money thatcould
be used to finance state services
was instead being used to pay
off loans from the '90s. Whether
or not his decision to borrow so
heavily against the future was a
wise one is bound to be brought
up regarding Baker's choices from
his state government days.

Regarding the state's budget issues, Baker favors making
significant cuts in the number of
state workers currently employed.
When pushed for specifics, Baker

Independent Massachusetts Treasurer Tim Cahill is running for governor on a platform ofreduced government spending
By

is of an unsustainable size, and

Candidates for the 2010 Massachusetts Gubernatorial election
released the plans with which
they hope to cure the state's fiscal ailments. Following Governor
Patrick's budget proposal to the
Massachusetts legislature last
month, analysts already have
said the state will face a hefty $2
billion deficit for the upcoming
year. Challengers of Patrick share
a common view that state government is too large, that the budget

that significant transformation
within the government should be
made instead of increasing taxes
on the public to solve the state's
fiscal difficulties.
Republican Charlie Baker has
made a big splash in the past six
months of early campaigning.
Baker is the former executive
officer of Harvard Pilgrim Health
Care, a provider that was in a
very unhealthy condition when
Baker took over in 2000. During
his tenure at Harvard Pilgrim,
the company overcame of its

John Glynn
For The Heights

debt problem and emerged as a
successful and competitive firm.
Many observers point directly
to Baker's leadership as the key
reason for the business's turnaround.
Baker served in the Republican governors' administration of
William Weld and Paul Cellueci
in the 19905. However, his service as Massachusetts secretary
of administration and finance in
the latter part of the decade may
reignite the ire of voters. Baker
was influential in shaping state
finances as the highly controver-

has said that cuts would not
be directed at any one agency.
Instead, they will be across the
board. In addition, Baker has said
that there are excessive numbers
of agencies performing the same
or very similar tasks. He insists
that streamlining the government
should begin with combining
agencies and cutting out unnecessary jobs. "I think about this as
a restructure, reform, and simplify exercise," said Baker. Whether
or not his plan will be effective in
improving Massachusetts' budget
situation, it may come under
fire from state employee unions
seeking to protect their members
from layoffs.
Baker's competition for the

Republican nomination is Christy
Mihos. A wealthy businessman
from Cape Cod, this is not Mihos'

first time running for governor. He
ran as an independent in 2006 and
received 7 percent of the vote in
the November general election.
His previous poor run as an unaffiliated candidate has lowered his
stature in the state's Republican
Party. In the past, Mihos has been
a proponent of decreasing state
government spending in favor
of sending increased local aid
to towns of the Commonwealth,
arguing that the town governments know how to better spend
tax dollars than the government
in Boston.
Mihos proposes to cut the staff
in the governor's office by half,
reduce the number of toll takers
on the Massachusetts Turnpike
by eliminating tolls in the western part of the state, freeze state
wages at the current levels for one
year, and legalize sports betting
at stores that sell lottery tickets.
He believes that his proposals
will make up for whatever budget
deficits the state may face in the
coming years.
The treasurer for the Commonwealth, Tim Cahill, is seeking the governor's office as an
independent. Cahill has served
as treasurer since 2003. He has
been outspoken when discussing
what he sees as excessive spending by government. In 2008, in
his capacity as head of the state's
school building authority, Cahill
developed an idea for building
"model" schools that would all
cost roughly the same amount and
contain all necessary supplies,
while at the same time remaining

affordable. The idea came in the
aftermath of construction of several expensive new high schools in
the state, popuarly dubbed "Taj
Mahal" schools.
Cahill hasn't offered specifics
for how he would handle state
finances, saying that until he
has full disclosure of all budget
information, he does not want to
make any plans for how he would
shape future budgets. He has said
that the state is being weighed
down by healthcare costs related
to its landmark, near-universal
healthcare program. Cahill has
said before that he would consider
lowering the state's commitment
to thelandmark program, arguing
that ensuring that so many people
have health insurance is simply
too expensive. Polls conducted
since 2006 have shown that over
time, Massachusetts' near-universal program has enjoyed broad
popular support.
A commonality among all of
GovernorPatrick's opponents is a
commitment to decreased spending. This offers a stark contrast
with the Governor's budget, which
ups spending by a small percentage. Patrick insists that cuts to
the degree that his opponents
have proposed would stretch out
already tight resources for valuable state services. But Patrick's
challengers insist that continued growth of state spending,
especially during such difficult
economic times, is a poor choice
to make and indicative of, in their
view, the Governor'spoor handling
of state affairs in general. \u25a0

Evan Bayh, frustrated by a partisan congress, set to retire
Congress, from 810
some. Congress has always been derided as a place where ideals go to die
and pork reigns supreme. "Suppose you
were an idiot," said Mark Twain. "And
suppose you were a member of Congress. But I repeat myself." The most
stunning statistic is the amount of
filibusters or filibuster-threat bills that
have died in this Congress, effectively
bringing the legislative branch to a
grinding halt. Going back to my clever
metaphor a massive tsunami wave of
partisanship has thrown Congress into
disorientation and disarray, so that
nothing has any chance of being seen in
committee, subcommittees, or view of
both chambers without being infected
by the stench of pork or compromise to
the point of ineffectiveness.
This column was inspired in part by
the recent revelation that Senator Evan
Bayh, a moderate Indiana Democrat,
has chosen to resign his post and not
seek a third term. He then published an
op-ed in the New York Times lambasting the strident partisanship that he
-

believes is ruining the nation and he
is right. The last time Congress was
this divided, experts say, was the '80s.
Not the 1980s, but the 1880s. "The institutional and cultural impediments to
change frustrate the intentions of these
well-meaning people as rarely before,"
remarked Bayh in the op-ed.
How has the culture changed?
Republicans and Democrats seem to be
operating on the Cold War-like premise
of
politics. Politicians think
that if the other party benefits, then
that will inherently make their position weaker. It remains to be seen
whether this strategy has worked for
either party, but one thing is for sure
the American voter, taxpayer, and
citizen has certainly not benefitted.
Most Americans are not fervently
attached to a party. Rather, they are
independent, siding with the party they
deem to have the best ideas or that
aligns with their current interest. If our
congressmen and congresswomen are
supposed to reflect the districts, why is
partisanship so rampant in our legislative bodies?
-

-

For Democrats, the easy way out is
to label the Republicans as obstructionist, the Party-of-No, blaming
everything on President Bush, etc. Although there is some measure of truth
to this, the Obama administration has
not been as transparent as it promised
it would be and has not taken the best
approach with regards to Congress.
In the midst of the handful of issues
he is juggling, Obama has not done
an adequate job guiding Congress. It
may be that some members have grown
tired of his rhetoric, but when it comes
to the political acumen that is needed
to bulldoze through the painfully slow
process of government, they don't get
much sawier than Rahm Emmanuel
the former congressman and now
Obama's chiefof staff. I refuse to accept the argument that it is just the
Republicans that's a cop out.
For Republicans, you know it's bad
if Glenn Beck (yes, Mr. Crazy himself)
bashes your party. At the Conservative
Political Action Conference (CPAC),
Beck showed that he might be the
smartest man in the GOP, recogniz-

-

ing that, "the first step to recovery is
admitting you have a problem." It was
a telling sign of the sorry state of the
GOP that its much-embattled chairman was one of the few members who
received an unfavorable rating by a
poll taken at the conference. Despite

victories in Massachusetts and New
Jersey, the Republican Party is still a
very far shot from presenting any formidable candidate to challenge Obama
in 2012. They have no legislative leader
(Eric Cantor and Mitch McConnell
are hardly so) with innovative ideas to
challenge the president. Newt Gingrich
provided a counterbalance to President
Clinton, as did Tip O'Neill for President Reagan.
Why is Congress so partisan? The

culture'of lobbying, special interests,
and the arm, leg, or first-born son

many elected officials need to give up
just to get elected is disheartening.
Legislators come into Congress with
vested interests, worried that they
will not be reelected in the short span.

They make decisions on this basis
rather than what they think to be good

for the country: Parties reward loyalty,
and party-line votes are at an all-time
high in both houses.
How can we fix it? Evan Bayh
touched on, what I think, is a possible
answer. The fact that congressmen and
women represent citizens and are active in public service indicates they are
passionate and patriotic they want
to see the United States be the best
nation it can be. Bayh remarked that
a simple lunch every week with all the
senators would be a great first step to
this. If you've ever seen a senator talk
on the Senate floor, if he or she ever
says "my [insert party here] friend,"
the following words will be a swift attack on whatever issue is at stake. The
fact is, there may be a red and blue
team, but the bills that are passed are
never a solid shade, because one side
never has all the right answers, and it
never will that is not how a democracy works.
-

-

Danny Martinez is the Marketplace Editor
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at

marketplace@bcheights.
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THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED
BLOGSPHER

FORM THE

Efficiency-based hybrids, like the
Toyota Prius, Honda Insight, and
Honda Civic Hybrid, aim to maximize
fuel efficiency and minimize emissions. They are relatively low-cost
alternatives to conventional cars.
On the other hand, power-based hybrids such as the Cadillac Escalade
Hybrid or Lexus GS45Oh, RX4OOh,
or LS4QOh utilize the extra power afforded by the electric motor to aid acceleration and increase horsepower,
befitting their luxurious status. They
do not aim to reduce emissions or
improve fuel economy.

Olympics drain Canadian economy

I

-Ameet Padte
Interested in reading more? Check
out the entire article at www.
bcheights.com/marketplace/the-

road-less-traveled

By Keith

Health & Science

Van Kuller
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Swine flu
out of sight

The new sports complex in Vancouver, British Columbia, is more than just
a place where Olympic athletes compete
for the gold. This enormous development
is seen in the eyes of many Canadians as
an opportunity to revitalize their economy.
However, others are convinced that the
economy will suffer from the highest levels
of unemployment and debt ever.
According to most economists, the 2010
Winter Olympics in Vancouver promise
to attract businesses and tourism. In the
past, though, the costs ofrunning the 1976
Summer Olympics in Montreal, Quebec,
and 1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary,
Alberta, have taken decades to pay. More

and mind

Alex Cohen
Where art thou, swine flu? Why is
it that the veritable pandemic HINI
virus that gripped the nation with fear
three months ago has faded into the
annals of history? I find it remarkable
that a virus worthy of such a volume
of international press can simply
disappear. InNovember, I went to the
infirmary with flu-like symptoms and
was surprised to find myself surrounded by mask-wearing students coughing
and sniffling uncontrollably. Today, the
infirmary's entrance still has a giant
sign boldly commanding anyone with
flu-like symptoms to don the surgerystyle sterilized face mask. Certainly
this must mean we're still at risk. But,
for all of the precautions and hastily
distributed HINI vaccines, the virus
hasn't gotten much attention since
returning to class from winter break,
and that may be a good thing.
Before we wash our hands of this
disease, though, let's not forget where
and when the virus first erupted: April
2009, Mexico. Fast-forward almost
a year and you arrive at... today. No
college student is thinking about the
swine flu, or any international illness.
Everybody is thinking about the weeklong hiatus from the rigors of course
work. Perhaps you didn't notice, but
it's an eerily familiar setting. How did
HINI cross the border? Well, a Queens,
NY, high school was home to the first
reported case, and the student apparently participated in a spring break
trip to Mexico. By Saturday, count
less college students will be heading
to the fabled spring break meccas of
Cancun and Puerto Vallarta, bringing
less-than-hygienic college lifestyles
along for the ride. Even after becoming aware of this quirky coincidence,
though, I'm still unconvinced that
swine flu deserves the hype it received.
According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) weekly FluView
report, flu activity in the United States
is relatively low overall, though most
cases are still of the HINI strain.

than $1 billion is expected to enter the region over the next two months, as hundreds
of thousands of visitors come to games.
This will increase GDP growth by more
than one point in this Canadian province
alone. Politicians in Vancouver have used
this argument to justify the massive cost
required to prepare for the Olympics.
Many of the upgrades funded as part of
the Olympics preparations will continue
be paid off once the games end. A $600
million improvement of the Sea-to-Sky
Highway between Vancouver and Whistler
will accommodate more traffic and, as a result, tourism to British Columbia. Another
boost to the transportation system is the
CAD $2 billion for a transit line between
Vancouver and the airport. Also, Cypress
Mountainreceived CAD $16.6 million from

See Swine Flu, B7

POLITICS
\u25a0 The Navy has informed Congress
of its change in policy to now allow
women to serve aboard submarines.
IN THE NEWS
\u25a0 Orlando Zapata Tamayo, a political
prisoner in Cuba, died on Tuesday after
starting an 80 day hunger strike in protest of the poor conditions in his jail.

Some Vancouverites worry about the
environmental impact of this development in a region renowned for its wildlife,
such as the destruction of woodlands at
Eagleridge Bluffs for a new highway. This
anger has come out in numerous clashes
between native protesters and the police.
On Feb. 13, the first day of the events,
rioters smashed the office windows of
the Hudson Bay Company, an Olympic
sponsor. Harsha Walia, a member of the
Olympic Resistance Network, declared,
"We are seeing increasing resistance across
the country as it becomes more visible how
these games are a big fraud."
Government-funded programs have
been sidelined as British Columbia strug-

See Olympics, B6

Domestic Affairs
dismisses
Department
case
Justice
of Bush-era "torture memo" writers Congress
stalled by
partisanship
dent's commander in chiefpowers could

not be overridden by congressional
legislation or international treaties,

including the Geneva Conventions. This
particular part of the memo was controversial even within the Bush administration, and was repudiated in 2004.
Waterboarding, however, continued at

-

-

i

the Vancouver Olympic Organizing Committee (VANOC) to enhance facilities for
the freestyle and snowboarding competitions. The region's Place Stadium had been
injected with $150 million for renovations.
In addition, the $200 million given to
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police for
security could make Canadian cops more
effective in the future. These developments, some of which were long overdue
before the announcement of the Olympics,
could lead to civic and economic benefits
for years to come.
Nevertheless, British Columbian taxpayers may not fully support the large
amounts of spending. While 86 percent
of Canadians view the Olympics as a
good idea, only 50 percent of British
Columbians see the event as beneficial.

SUSAN WALSH

/

AP PHOTO

John Yoo, shown here testifyingbefore Congress, claimed the charges were politically motivated.
By

Matt Palazzolo
Staff

Former Justice Department lawyers
John Yoo and Jay Bybee, who wrote the
so-called "torture memos" for the Bush
administration, were cleared of all allegations on Thursday.
The memo in question was written
by Yoo and Bybee in August 2002 with
assistance from David Addington, legal
counsel to Vice President Dick Cheney.
It denned torture as "acts inflicting
severe pain or suffering, whether mental
or physical." It further defined physical
pain as "equivalent in intensity
to

serious physical injury such as organ
failure," and mental pain as "significant
psychological harm of significant duration." The CIA, by accepting this exceptionally narrow definition of torture,
was able to utilize alternative interrogation techniques, such as waterboarding, without "fear ofreprisal. Detainees
such as Khalid Sheikh Mohammed,
the suspected mastermind of the Sept
11 terrorist attacks, were subsequently
waterboarded based on Yoo and Bybee's
definition of torture.
The memo also dramatically expanded the executive powers of the
president. It asserted that the presi-
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\u25a0 A

\u25a0 Apple has removed manyof the sexu-
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senior Toyota executive confessed
that the repairs planned by the company
may not fix the problem of sudden
accerleration in their vehicles.
\u25a0ABC News announced on Tuesday that
layoffs and cutbacks will affect about 25
percent of its news division's workforce,
or about 300 to 400 employees.

Guantanamo Bay.
The current Justice Department
dismissed the charges after examining
a decision by Judge David Margolis.
Margolis asserted that Yoo and Bybee
acted in good faith in extremely difficult
circumstances, and both cited several
court decisions that could be interpreted to support their conclusions.
Originally, Yoo and Bybee were charged
with professional misconduct and were
subject to immediate disbarment if
convicted. However,based on Margolis"
decision, the Justice Department concluded that Yoo and Bybee exercised
poor judgment, but not professional
misconduct, and dropped all charges
against them.
The Third Geneva Convention, an
international treaty written in 1929 and
updated in 1949, defines humanitarian
protections for prisoners of war. Article Four provides several definitions
for prisoners of war, including several
categories of soldiers and civilians in
non-combat support roles, such as
armaments factories.
However, civilians who directly participate in armed combat against a state
are not listed in the article, a loophole
which allowed the Bush administration
to classify prisoners at Guantanamo as
"unlawful combatants" whose treatment is outside the jurisdiction of the
Geneva Conventions. Moreover, the
treaty only defines torture as "outrages

complaints.
\u25a0The National Children's Study is
beginning the largest children's study
by enrolling 100,000 pregnant women
in 105 countries and following those
children for 21 years.
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thrown around, and you don't know
which way is up for a second. When
this happened, I would collect myself,
take a deep mental breath (not a good
idea to inhale underwater), reorient
myself, and make my way back to the
surface.
You're probably wondering why I
am talking about the beach in a column
specifically about domestic politics.
Well, it seems to me that the partisanship that has taken over Washington
has reached a boiling point, and then
some. Congress has always been de-

See Congress, B9

"Hezbollah
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Martinez

If you've surfed, bodysurfed, boogie -boarded, or gone into the ocean
with large waves, you'll understand
what I'm referring to: It happens when
you're riding a wave, and somehow you
come crashing down; or, if you're wading in the water and the next tiling you
know, you've been inundated. It may
be because I have the body of a runner
and not of a football player, but that's
neither here nor there. You're underwater, and tiie first emotion is fear. You
don't know where you are, and you're a
little disoriented. I think the most confusing thing is that your body has been

See Waterboarding, B7
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The number of heart attacks Dick
Cheney has recovered from.

17
The percent by which Wall Street
bonuses increased in 2009 from
the previous year.
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builds bombs.
Hezbollah also builds homes.
What Congress decided was
when you help Hezbollah build
homes, you are also helping
Hezbollah build bombs"
Elena Kagan,
UN Solicitor General
On a law barring support to
any terrorist organization
-

On theflip side

This week On the Flip Side will explore both sides of the issue of
gun control
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